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The Early Representation of Nature in the Late Twelfth and 
Early Thirteenth Century in the Islamic Manuscripts of the 

Central Islamic Lands 
 

Hala El Balaa 
 

ABSTRACT 
 

The early representation of nature in the Islamic manuscripts in the period before the 
Mongol invasion has been often overlooked. This paper studies the early 
representation of nature in the late twelfth and early thirteenth century of the Islamic 
manuscripts of the central Islamic lands. It aims at understanding their relation to 
text and factors encouraging their representation, as well as their functions in 
addition to their stylistic and compositional analysis. The manuscripts studied are the 
two copies of Kitāb al-Diryāq (Paris BnF MS. Arabe 2694 and Vienna Cod. A.F. 
10), the two copies of Kitāb al-Bayṭara (Cairo Dār al-Kutub- MS. Khalīl Agha F8 
and Istanbul Top Kapi Sarayi Ahmet III 2115), Kitāb Na’t al-Ḥayawān (British 
Library Or. 2784), Materia Medica also known as Kitāb al-Ḥashāīsh fī al-Ṭibb (Aya 
Sofya 3703 and dispersed folios), Kalila wa Dīmna (Paris BnF 3465), three 
frontispieces of Kitāb al-Aghānī (Vol II and IV in Cairo, Dār al-Kutub MS. Adab 
579 and Vol XX in Copenhagen, David Collection, Ar. Ms. N. 168) as well as three 
copies of Maqāmāt of al-Hārirī (Paris BnF 6094 and BnF 5847 and St. Petersburg C-
23).  

Keywords: Nature, Landscape, Islamic Painting, Arab Painting, Early Representation 
of Nature, Natural Setting, Natural Elements, Kitāb al-Diryāq, Kitāb al-Bayṭara, 
Kitāb Na’t al-Ḥayawān, Materia Medica, Kalīla wa Dimna, Kitāb al-Aghānī, 
Maqāmāt al-Hārirī.  
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

 

 The study of the Islamic book painting in the late twelfth and early thirteenth 

century, specifically what is referred to as “Arab Painting”1 has been an established 

period of research in Islamic art history. Historians of Islamic art studied these 

paintings extensively, discussing their characteristics, sources, and illustration style. 

However, the interest in discussing the early representation of nature in book 

paintings received little consideration. Such a scant attention leaves a wide area of 

the study of the early representation of nature  unexplored, such as  factors 

promoting their representation, their functions, the relation between texts and 

images, as well as influences and contemporary conventions which governed such 

illustrations. Comparatively, the representation of landscape in paintings has been 

more profoundly studied and explored in the post- Mongol period.  

 There have been two articles that address the early representation of nature in 

“Arab Painting”, which are beneficial for understanding the state of research of the 

topic. These articles are “Landscape in Islamic Art”2 by Laura Schneider and “The 

Role of Landscape in Iranian Painting in the Fifteenth Century”3 by Priscilla Soucek.  

Both articles focus on post-Mongol paintings but bring mention of the early 

representation of nature in “Arab Painting” for the sake of providing context and 

precedents to the representation of nature in post-Mongol paintings.  

 

                                                           
1 Refer to Appendix A for terminology of “Arab Painting”  
2  Schneider, Laura. "Landscape in Islamic Art." Mid-East, vol. 7, no. 3 (March 1967): 8-16. 
3  Soucek, Priscilla. "The Role of Landscape in Iranian Painting in the Fifteenth Century" in Landscape 
Style in Asia, Colloquies on art & archaeology in Asia v. 9, ed. by William Watson, London. (1980): 86-
87. 
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 Laura Schneider4  divides the representation of landscape in Islamic art into two 

“conventions” or major groups: “those for Arab and those for Persian Painting” 5. 

Her focus in this article is to discuss two works from Persian art as containing “pure 

landscapes”. These, according to Schneider, are the Shiraz Anthology of 1398 

(Museum of Turkish and Islamic Art, Istanbul, No. 1950) and the Universal History 

of Rashid al-Din of 1314 C.E. from Tabriz (Royal Asiatic Society, London, Arabic 

Ms. 26), where she argues that there is no pure landscape in Arab painting. She thus 

talks of a less variety of “conventions” while stressing on the secondary status of the 

“landscape” in the anthropocentric Arab paintings. She discusses briefly some 

features of early representations of nature, like the use of “low-lying ground line”, 

“rock in which a person sits”, “stylized plants” and the use of cross sections of the 

earth, with minimal reference to examples. In fact, one of these examples she talks 

about is the Materia Medica of 1229 C.E. (Library of the Topkapu Sarayi Museum, 

Istanbul, Ahmet III, 2127) where she refers to the two styles of plant illustrations:  

the “naturalistic” and the “stiff and stylized”. She notes that the “patternistic” 6 type 

is the one used as one of the main components in what she calls “Arab landscape”. 

Schneider considers the role of trees in the paintings, where she states that they 

“create the atmosphere of an outdoor setting”, “can be useful in a compositional way 

by forming a framing device” and “fill up spaces between figures”. She bases this on 

a general observation from the detached folios of Materia Medica (Aya Sofya 3703), 

Kitāb al-Bayṭara (Cairo Dār al-Kutub MS. Khalil Agha 8) and Kitāb al-Diryāq in the 

Bibliothèque Nationale de France (BnF MS. Arabe 2964). She then states that the 

same “system of landscape” is detected in other manuscripts, referencing the 

manuscripts of the Maqāmāt (BnF MS. Arabe 5847) and Kalīla wa Dimna (BnF MS. 

Arabe 3465) in the Bibliothèque Nationale de France, and only establishing 

similarity within the trees, disregarding other elements of nature.  

 

                                                           
4  Schneider, Laura. "Landscape in Islamic Art." Mid-East, vol. 7, no. 3 (March 1967): 8-16. 
5  Schneider, Laura. "Landscape in Islamic Art." Mid-East, vol. 7, no. 3 (March 1967): 9. 
6  Schneider, Laura. "Landscape in Islamic Art." Mid-East, vol. 7, no. 3 (March 1967): 10. 
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 Priscilla Soucek7 has written only briefly about the representations of nature in 

the late twelfth and early thirteenth century Arab paintings, as a means of 

understanding the predominant style prior to the development of the representation 

of landscape in Persian paintings. She talks only shortly about the patterns used in 

the manuscript of Kalīla wa Dimna (BnF Arabe 3465) to signify water, land mass 

and vegetation, referring to them as “pictographs” that are “used by the viewer to 

reconstruct the setting of an event” 8. In addition, she considers that in the case of the 

manuscript of Maqāmāt al-Ḥarīrī produced in the second quarter of the thirteenth 

century, the use of separate base lines represents “simultaneous episodes within a 

single composition”.  

 Furthermore, writings on “Arab” paintings in the early thirteenth century 

manuscripts are abundant. However, the questions on nature and landscape were not 

addressed as a topic on their own. 9 In the article entitled “Illustrated Books May Be 

Hazardous to Your Health: A New Reading of the Arabic Reception and Rendition 

of the ‘Materia Medica’ of Dioscorides”10, George Saliba and Linda Komaroff 

mention some of the general features of the illustrated natural elements in some of 

the dispersed folios of the manuscript of Materia Medica (Aya Sofya 3703). When 

describing the painting of the “Preparation of Medicine from The Flower of The 

Wild Vine” (Freer Gallery of Art - F1932.22verso),  they note that it is defined by “a 

grassy groundline” and divided by a “large leafy tree laden with red fruit and whose 

bark is curiously rendered as a series of almost bone-like irregular rectangles marked 

by highlights and shadows”. For the painting of a “Physician Preparing an Elixir” 

(Metropolitan Museum of Arts -13.152.6) they similarly state that the setting is a 

                                                           
7  Soucek, Priscilla. "The Role of Landscape in Iranian Painting in the Fifteenth Century" in Landscape 
Style in Asia, Colloquies on art & archaeology in Asia v. 9, ed. by William Watson, London. (1980): 86-
87. 
8  Soucek, Priscilla. "The Role of Landscape in Iranian Painting in the Fifteenth Century" in Landscape 
Style in Asia, Colloquies on art & archaeology in Asia v. 9, ed. by William Watson, London. (1980): 87. 
9 If ever such topic was discussed, it was tangentially, where the writings include: “Early Islamic 
Miniatures from Baghdād” by Hugo Buchtal (1942), “Illustrated Books May Be Hazardous to Your 
Health: A New Reading of the Arabic Reception and Rendition of the ‘Materia Medica’ of Dioscorides” 
by George Saliba and Linda Komaroff (2008).   
10 Saliba, George, and Komaroff, Linda. “Illustrated Books May Be Hazardous to Your Health: A New 
Reading of the Arabic Reception and Rendition of the ‘Materia Medica’ of Dioscorides.” Ars Orientalis 
35. 2008. 
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“standard grassy ground line” that is “framed on either side by a leafy, fruit-bearing 

tree”.11 Moreover, Saliba and Komaroff mention specific compositional functions for 

trees and plants, which are also shared by the paintings of the manuscript of Kitāb 

Na’t al-Ḥayawān (British Library Or. 2784) and those of the dispersed folios of the 

manuscript of Materia Medica (Aya Sofya 3703), where they note their use as 

“framing devices or focal points”12. In addition, the authors point out to the 

“numerous realistic and expressive illustrations” of natural settings in the paintings 

of three of the manuscripts of Maqāmāt al-Harirī (Suleymaniye Library Esad Efendi 

2961, Paris BnF 5847 and St. Petersburg C-23).  

 In his study of the manuscript of Maqāmāt al-Ḥarīrī, Oleg Grabar refers to the 

natural settings13 and suggests that the natural elements and animals are restricted to 

their compositional function. He also finds that representations of nature only serve 

to indicate an exterior setting and not to differentiate different kinds of natural 

settings. Moreover, he states that most of the time, “the landscapes have no 

recognizable natural models” where he believes that “we are dealing with 

conventional types that have no relation either to the specifications of the text or to 

the natural world.” 14 Grabar also addresses the rare cases in which the text 

specifically indicates a natural setting and in which painters abided by the text, as 

well as the cases in which the artists illustrated a natural setting “of their own 

inspiration”.   

 Thus, the art historical study of the representation of nature in “Arab Paintings” 

is divided into two limited approaches: a- either seen as a preliminary transitional 

phase into later representations of landscape as in the cases of Soucek and Schneider, 

or b- it is compartmentalized and studied by manuscript like the case of Oleg Grabar 

in his study of the Maqāmāt and Hugo Buchtal’s article on Materia Medica (Aya 

                                                           
11 Saliba, George, and Komaroff, Linda. (2008):28. 
12 Saliba, George, and Komaroff, Linda. “Illustrated Books May Be Hazardous to Your Health: A New 
Reading of the Arabic Reception and Rendition of the ‘Materia Medica’ of Dioscorides.” Ars Orientalis 
35. (2008):33. 
13 Grabar, Oleg. The Illustrations of the Maqāmāt. Chapter 4: Morphology and Manuscripts. Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, (1984): 119-122. 
14 Grabar, Oleg. The Illustrations of the Maqāmāt. Chapter 4: Morphology and Manuscripts. Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, (1984): 119. 
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Sofya 3703). Henceforth, this study has been motivated in an attempt to address the 

representation of natural elements, and sometimes naturescapes, as a major 

component of the visual representation in early “Arab” painting.  

 This paper examines the early representation of nature with regard to a number of 

manuscripts illustrated in the late twelfth and early thirteenths century and attributed 

to the “Central Islamic Lands”15. The manuscripts under study 16 comprise of the 

following: the two copies of Kitāb al-Diryāq (Paris BnF MS. Arabe 2694 and Vienna 

Cod. A.F. 10), the two copies of Kitāb al-Bayṭara (Cairo Dār al-Kutub- MS. Khalīl 

Agha F8 and Istanbul Top Kapi Sarayi Ahmet III 2115), Kitāb Na’t al-Ḥayawān 

(British Library Or. 2784), Materia Medica alos known as Kitāb al-Ḥashāīsh fī al-

Ṭibb (Aya Sofya 3703 and dispersed folios), Kalila wa Dīmna (Paris BnF 3465), 

three frontispieces of Kitāb al-Aghānī (Vol II and IV in Cairo, Dār al-Kutub MS. 

Adab 579 and Vol XX in Copenhagen, David Collection, Ar. Ms. N. 168) as well as 

three copies of Maqāmāt of al-Hārirī (Paris BnF 6094 and BnF 5847 and St. 

Petersburg C-23). The aim through the study of these manuscripts is to set the 

framework of examining the representation of nature in “Arab Paintings”, knowing 

their abundance in this period. Additionally, the manuscripts under discussion 

consist of both narrative and scientific works, especially that their visual tradition 

can’t be segregated and that their artistic elements are interrelated regardless of the 

category of the text.  

 In this paper, chapter two is a theoretical framework that looks at the terminology 

of landscape and nature, establishes their distinction and proposes the use of “early 

representation of nature” in reference to the “Arab Paintings” in the late twelfth and 

early thirteenth century. The third chapter studies the relation between the texts of 

the manuscripts to their representation of nature. Chapter four discusses the 

                                                           
15 The term Central Islamic Lands comprises of “Egypt through the Mesopotamian valley”, and is used 
after Ettinghausen, Richard, Oleg Grabar, and Marilyn Jenkins from Islamic art and architecture: 650-
1250. New Haven, CT: Yale University Press. (2001): VII-VIII. This division according to regions is used 
for this paper, for the same reasons of the authors, where they “realized the difficulties involved in using 
dynasties as the primary criterion of periodization within each category, because too many among them 
overlapped geographically and also because they often shared the same general culture as well as artistic 
taste”.  
16 Refer to Appendix B for manuscript identification  
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incentives and factors that facilitated and encouraged the representation of nature 

elements in the manuscripts. Chapter five studies the functions that the 

representation of nature and its elements occupy within the paintings. The sixth 

chapter is a compositional and stylistic analysis of the representation of nature and its 

elements. These chapters offer new insights as they contextualize the representation 

of nature in the “Arab paintings” of the late 12th and early 13th centuries. 
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CHAPTER TWO 

NATURE OR LANDSCAPE? A THEORETICAL 

FRAMEWORK 
  

 Very little distinction was originally made between landscape and nature when 

referring to “Arab paintings”. What this chapter tackles primarily is the question of 

terminology, where we may realize how previous historians of Islamic Art weren’t 

precise but rather random about such nomenclature. Laura Schneider in her brief 

article entitled “Landscape in Islamic Art”17, poses the question: “what is 

landscape?”. She discusses that “one generally thinks of trees, rocks, clouds, sky, 

rivers, and plants in this context. However, such items as single objects do not 

constitute landscape. True landscape implies a study of nature where that nature is 

portrayed for its own sake.”18 In comparison to Persian painting, Schneider states 

that “Arab painting” doesn’t have “pure” landscapes that are void of any human or 

animal subjects. She thus considers that the representation of landscape is secondary 

and not the most important element in the painting. Schneider confirms that “even 

then, it cannot be called true landscape,” where she regards it as a technical device 

for the painting that is not used for its own sake. Distinctions may help to resolve 

some of the widespread confusion about the definition of landscape, which is 

sometimes used for any kind of nature elements. Ettinghausen refers to a series of 

paintings in the manuscript of Materia Medica (Aya Sofya 3703) and provides an 

example of this group which he describes as having a “landscape setting in which a 

certain plant is growing”19. In another context, he refers to the painting in the 

manuscript of Maqāmāt al-Harirī (BnF 5847), (fol. 121r) (figure 1), stating that “if 

we disregard small pictures of plants in their habitat in some thirteenth century 

                                                           
17  Schneider, Laura. "Landscape in Islamic Art." Mid-East, vol. 7, no. 3 (March 1967): 8-16. 
18  Schneider, Laura. "Landscape in Islamic Art." Mid-East, vol. 7, no. 3 (March 1967): 8. 
19 Ettinghausen, Richard. Arab painting. Geneva, Skira (1962): 88.  
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Dioscorides manuscripts, this is the earliest known extensive landscape in Islamic 

painting, and it nearly dispenses with the human element.” 20 

The early representation of natural elements in the manuscripts under study have 

been referred to as “landscape” by several art historians. Hugo Buchtal when 

describing the painting of the “Outdoor Scene with a Mad Dog Biting a Man” from 

the manuscript of Materia Medica (Aya Sofya 3703), (F1953.91recto) (figure 2) in 

the Freer Gallery of Art states that a dog bites a man “in a landscape with a tree”.21 

George Saliba and Linda Komaroff 22 also use the term “landscape” when describing 

the outdoor settings in the dispersed paintings of the manuscript of Materia Medica 

(Aya Sofya 3703), where the authors state that “the illustration is set in a landscape 

marked by a grassy groundline”.23 In reference to the manuscript of Maqāmāt al-

Harirī (BnF Ar. 5874), Oleg Grabar mentions that there are “standard forms in the 

representation of architecture, landscape or man which are repeated from image to 

image”24. Anna Contadini as well uses the term “landscape” to refer to the setting of 

the animals in the paintings in the manuscript of Kitāb Na't Al-Ḥayawān (Or. 2784), 

where she states that although some of the animals are illustrated on their own to 

create powerful paintings with an impressive size, a lot of them are “integrated 

within a landscape setting”. 25 In addition, when describing the frontispiece of the 

manuscript of Kitāb al- Diryāq (Vienna Cod. A.F. 10) (figure 3), Jaclynne Kerner 

states that “the schematic landscape also includes a groundline of greenery, 

flowering vines, and birds in flight.”26 In another chapter about the same manuscript, 

                                                           
20 Ettinghausen, Richard. Arab painting. Geneva, Skira.(1962):123-124.  
21 Buchthal, Hugo. “Early Islamic Miniatures from Baghdād.” The Journal of the Walters Art Gallery 5 
(1942): 28. 
22 Saliba, George, and Komaroff, Linda. “Illustrated Books May Be Hazardous to Your Health: A New 
Reading of the Arabic Reception and Rendition of the ‘Materia Medica’ of Dioscorides.” Ars Orientalis 35 
(2008): 6–65: 27-28. http://www.jstor.org/stable/25481907. 
23 Saliba, George, and Komaroff, Linda. “Illustrated Books May Be Hazardous to Your Health: A New 
Reading of the Arabic Reception and Rendition of the ‘Materia Medica’ of Dioscorides.” Ars Orientalis 
35. (2008):28. 
24 Grabar, Oleg. "The Illustrated Maqamat of the Thirteenth Century: The Bourgeoisie and the Arts." In 
Islamic Visual Culture, 1100-1800, volume II, Constructing the Study of Islamic Art. Hampshire: Ashgate 
Publishing Limited, 2006. First published in The Islamic City, ed. A. Hourani,Oxford. (1970):207-222. 
25 Contadini, Anna. A World of Beasts: a Thirteenth-Century Illustrated Arabic Book on Animals (the 
Kitāb Na't Al-Ḥayawān) in the Ibn Bakhtīshū' Tradition.Leiden: BRILL (2011): 2.  
26 Kerner, Jaclynne J. "Art in the Name of Science: Illustrated Manuscripts of the Kitāb Al -Diryāq." Order 
No. 3114204, New York University. (2004):225.  
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she explains how “once again, the action takes place in a schematically rendered 

landscape with a crescent-shaped blue ‘sky’ overhead” 27, in reference to the painting 

in which “Andromachus the Younger Entails the Accidental Discovery of a Cure for 

Snakebite” (fol. 18b) (figure 4). A question here is necessary: What ‘landscape’ are 

these art historians referring to? Is what they refer to as ‘landscape’ relative to what 

it represents? Or rather requires a different nomenclature? In fact, such a reference to 

‘landscape’ hasn’t been clearly defined. 

Since this paper studies the early representation of nature in Arabic book 

paintings, acquainting ourselves with landscape’s integration into art is important. In 

his book entitled “Landscape into Art”, the well-known British art historian Kenneth 

Clark (1903-1983) puts the question of the representation of landscape in art as a 

purpose of investigation and proposes four methods of seeing landscape as a “means 

of pictorial expression.” 28 His aim is towards exploring the varying relationship 

towards nature and the convictions towards its visual representation. This 

understanding of how he perceives the representation of landscape in Western 

painting is essential for a well-established understanding of the early representation 

of nature in our “Arab Paintings”. Clark’s main concern is to explore the fluctuating 

relationship with nature and the developing thoughts in regards to its visual 

representation, starting with amazement and appreciation in ancient Greece and 

Rome, to detestation and terror in the medieval era, and lastly a re-emergent passion 

later in the 19th century. He also discusses how landscape painting became an 

independent art. Clark suggests four ways of seeing landscape: ‘Landscape of 

Symbols’, ‘Landscape of Fact’, ‘Landscape of Fantasy’, and ‘Ideal Landscape’. The 

first type which we are concerned with is the ‘Landscape of Symbols’, in which early 

medieval art recognizes the presence of natural objects but has little resemblance to 

their actual appearance. This thus results in a symbolic and selective approach to the 

representation of nature, where the single element of nature like a single tree was 

portrayed to symbolize the whole landscape. He also proposes the example of the 

                                                           
27 Kerner, Jaclynne J. "Art in the Name of Science: Illustrated Manuscripts of the Kitāb Al -Diryāq." Order 
No. 3114204, New York University. (2004):204.  
28 Kenneth, Clark. Landscape into Art. London: J. Murray.1949. 
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12th century mosaics of Cappella Palatina in Palermo (Figure 5) in reference to 

nature in “such purely symbolic works” 29.   

Nevertheless, understanding the meaning of a “symbol” in art is essential. Both 

Clark and Schneider use the word ‘symbol’, to refer to the behavior of nature 

elements represented as symbols to landscape. In his book entitled “Visual 

Thinking”, the renowned German art theorist Rudolph Arnheim declares that any 

image is a “particular thing and by standing for a kind of thing it serves as a 

symbol.” 30 Furthermore, in the chapter entitled “The World as a Communication 

Language”, Frank Lawrence considers that symbols “are like tools which man 

invented for manipulating materials so that they could be used as instruments for 

specific purposes.” 31 He then states that symbols should be differentiated from 

images that function as visual replicas, which are judged by their truthfulness and 

holding little to no meaning. In contrary to images, Lawrence adds that symbols 

“need have no resemblance to which they symbolize” 32 and derive their meaning 

from what the observer attributes to them and only rarely from their physical 

properties or similarity to what is symbolized. This understanding of the symbol, 

verifies how the painters of our “Arab Paintings” used single elements of nature to 

symbolize the landscape settings.  

Furthermore, this paper propositions that the early representations of nature in 

the “Arab Paintings” under study are considered as “mental images” of nature. In his 

article entitled “Image and Thought”33, the German art theorist Rudolph Arnheim 

studies the nature of mental images of physical objects, such as human figures and 

landscapes. When talking about the ‘mental image’, Arnheim says that “memory can 

                                                           
29 Kenneth, Clark. Landscape into Art. London: J. Murray. (1949):3. 
30 Arnheim, Rudolf. Visual Thinking. Berkeley: University of California Press. (1997):138. 
31 Frank, Lawrence K., The World as a Communication Language, in Kepes, Gyorgy. Sign, Image, 
Symbol.  New York: G. Braziller. (1996):4. 
32 Frank, Lawrence K., The World as a Communication Language, in Kepes, Gyorgy. Sign, Image, 
Symbol.  New York: G. Braziller. (1996):8. 
33 Arnheim, Rudolph. Image and Thought, in Kepes, Gyorgy. Sign, Image, Symbol.  New York: G. 
Braziller. (1966): 62-77. 
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take things out of their context and show them in isolation.”34 Furthermore, Arnheim 

explains a phenomenon he denotes as “partial visualization of non-conscious 

memory images”, where he states that it is considered as “incomplete faces or 

mountains in visual art that are shaped in such a way as to call up memory traces of 

the complete objects”. He considers that the interface between such ‘non-conscious 

images’ and ‘perceived patterns’ create the outcome of “fragmentary images seen as 

parts of a completeness that is perceptually present but not visible”.  

In addition, Clark states in the beginning of his book that “landscape painting 

marks the stages in our conception of nature” 35, which is the way the painter 

understood nature. In another insight, Clark denotes that the “art of painting in its 

early stages is concerned with things which one can touch, hold in the hand, or 

isolate in the mind from the rest of their surroundings.” Such a notion of a natural 

surrounding is mutual with the creation of mental images. In fact, Oleg Grabar 36 

proposes that it is possible to imagine al-Wāsitī, the painter and calligrapher of the 

manuscript of Maqāmāt al-Harirī (BnF Ar. 5847), walking in his city creating 

sketches of the people he sees or, possibly more likely, storing in his memory 

hundreds of images of daily life. Thus, in viewing the “Arab Paintings” under study, 

we may be able to understand the symbolic reference to nature intended by the artist 

through illustrating very few of its elements. In addition, we may learn how the 

paintings, especially the representation of nature, were based on mental images, 

since the overall approach is that of selectivity and incompleteness in the 

representation of nature, where the painters choose to portray certain elements of 

nature and dismiss visibility from others.  

 

 

 

                                                           
34 Arnheim, Rudolph. Image and Thought. (1966): 64. 
35 Kenneth, Clark. Landscape into art. London: J. Murray. (1949):1.  
36 Grabar, Oleg. Maqāmāt al-Harirī illustrated by al-Wāsiti. London: Touchart. (2003): 44. 
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CHAPTER THREE 

RELATION OF THE TEXT TO THE 

REPRESENTATION OF NATURE 
    

 This following part considers the study of the reference to nature in the texts of 

the manuscript of Maqāmāt al-Ḥarīrī (BnF 5847, BnF 094 and C-23 St. Petersburg), 

Kitāb al-Diryāq (Paris BnF MS. Arabe 2694 and Vienna Cod. A.F. 10), the two 

copies of Kitāb al-Bayṭara (Cairo Dār al-Kutub- MS. Khalīl Agha F8 and Istanbul 

Top Kapi Sarayi Ahmet III 2115), Kitāb Na’t al-Ḥayawān (British Library Or. 2784), 

Materia Medica alos known as Kitāb al-Ḥashāīsh fī al-Ṭibb (Aya Sofya 3703 and 

dispersed folios), Kalila wa Dīmna (Paris BnF 3465), three frontispieces of Kitāb al-

Aghānī (Vol II and IV in Cairo, Dār al-Kutub MS. Adab 579 and Vol XX in 

Copenhagen, David Collection, Ar. Ms. N. 168). When studying the association 

between the texts and their respective paintings, four main relationship types are 

deduced: first is the unexpressed setting, second is the deduced natural setting, third 

is the direct reference to an outdoor setting mentioned in the text, and fourth is the 

reference to a specific natural landform. In a few occurrences, a natural setting 

mentioned in the text has even been replaced by an interior setting. 

 

3.1 Unexpressed setting 
 

 The first relation between the text and the representation of nature is when the 

painting depicts an outdoor location although the text doesn’t refer to any setting. In 

the manuscript of Maqāmāt al-Ḥārirī, such a relation between text and paintings is 

frequent. The third maqāmāh in the copy of St. Petersburg C-23 (page 17) (figure 6) 

is illustrated as an outdoor setting with an oval pool, grass and a tree. In the copy of 

the manuscript of Maqāmāt al-Ḥarīrī (BnF 5847), the same incident is shown by 
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adding a tree in the background with a grass line (fol. 7r) (figure 7).  In the twenty 

first maqāmāh in C-23 St. Petersburg (page. 133) (figure 8), the painter added the 

grass line and three bushes although the text contains no reference to an outdoor 

setting. On the contrary, in the paintings of the manuscript of Maqāmāt al-Hāriri 

(BnF 5847), Al-Wāsiti represents this scene (fol. 58v, 59r) with a simple architecture 

background without any outdoor setting, where he imagines the story taking place at 

the mosque with a preacher and the next painting at the souk. 37However, it is 

important to mention that the text doesn’t refer to the souk as a setting, and its 

representation through simple architecture background is a detail of the story added 

by al-Wāsitī. Another example from the same manuscript copy is for the forty-

seventh maqāmāh, where the text mentions that the setting is at the cupper, who is 

represented with surrounding onlookers. Yet, the text doesn’t mention if the cupper 

and the onlookers were indoors or outdoors. The painting of this maqāmāh in 

Maqāmāt copy (BnF 5847) (fol. 155v; 156r) (figure 9) shows a central cupper with 

his utensils and closet surrounded by spectators standing and crouching on a 

mountain or hill, as well as others riding their horses. Thus, Al-Wāsitī chose to set 

this scene to be outdoors in a mountainous setting.  

 Similar examples are from the manuscript of Kalīla wa Dimna, which show 

illustrations containing natural settings that are not referenced in the text. The fable 

of “The Three Brothers” from the introduction of the manuscript of Kalīla wa Dimna 

(BnF 3465) (fol. 32v) (figure 10) is portrayed in an outdoor location with three trees, 

four birds and a grassy groundline although the text in this case is silent about the 

setting. Similarly, other paintings from the manuscript of Kalīla wa Dimna (BnF 

3465) (fol. 48r, 49v, 52r) (figures 11, 12 and 13) show an outdoor setting with trees 

and grassy or straight groundlines, where the text doesn’t mention any location.  

 In regards to the text of the manuscript of Materia Medica (Aya Sofya 3703), 

Buchtal emphasizes that it’s detailed and elaborate paintings “outnumber the 

                                                           
37 Hāriri, Yahya ibn Mahmud Wāsiti, and Oleg Grabar. Maqāmāt Al-Hariri. Facsimile ed. London: 
Touch@rt. (2003):10. 
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directions of the author”38. In fact, the incorporation of non-medical trees in the 

paintings as part of the scenes of medicine preparation has no relation to the text.  

Furthermore, the text of Kītab al-Baytara bares no direct connection or relation with 

any of the depictions of natural settings. The several paintings with the grassy 

groundlines and plants abide with the period’s tradition of enriching the experience 

of the text through images. In fact, Saliba and Komaroff note the unclarity in the 

usage of the paintings with the accompanying text, declaring that they are mainly 

present to “express the intrinsic nature of the horses and perceptively depict the 

veterinary surgeons, assistants and grooms treating them”. 39The chapters deal with 

the study of teeth, the external appearance and the general characteristics of the 

horse, the donkey, and the mule, the functions of the external organs, equestrianism 

and the way of riding, horse racing, genetic defects in horses, bodily defects, 

anatomy and diseases of the head and congenital defects. With this scientific content, 

the text barely has any reference to nature. When such a reference is made, it is of a 

particular relation to the treatment of the animal, as in the folios of the manuscript in 

the Top Kapi Sarayi, which state that “and she receives running water, for it is more 

beneficial for her, especially in a place where the water reaches her chest, so she 

walks, but she cannot swim and does not swim with that”. Such a finding is also 

validated in the frontispieces of Kitāb al-Aghānī, where there exists no particular 

relation between the text and the representations of nature. In fact, D.S. Rice states 

that “there is no specific connection between the subjects depicted on such 

frontispiece miniatures and the narrative they adorn” 40. In respect to the relation of 

the text of Kitāb al-Diryāq to its representation of nature, the frontispiece of the 

Vienna Cod. A.F. 10 (figure 3) shows a grassy groundline, plants and birds 

represented in the upper and lower bands which bare no relation to the text. 

 The manuscript of Materia Medica (Aya Sofya 3703) also contains passages that 

are void of any reference to a natural setting. An illustration relative to the 

                                                           
38 Buchthal, Hugo. “Early Islamic Miniatures from Baghdād.” The Journal of the Walters Art Gallery 5 
(1942): 32. 
39 Saliba, George, and Linda Komaroff. (2008): 33. 
40 Rice, D. S. “The Aghānī Miniatures and Religious Painting in Islam.” The Burlington Magazine 95, no. 
601 (1953): 133. 
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preparation of medicine from the flower of the wild vine (Freer Gallery of Art, 

F1932.22) (figure 14) is also as Saliba and Komaroff specify, “quite different” in 

contrast to previous traditions of Arabic Dioscorides. It states: 

 "...if it is drunk. It stops diarrhea and headache, if mixed with vinegar and rose paste and 

used as a bandage. [For] whoever has an ulcer on his gums or on his abdomen, then you 

should mix it with honey, myrrh, and saffron, and smear it. It would cure it. For eye swelling 

and for the stomach that has a fever it should be mixed with flour and syrup and bandaged 

with it. And that by burning it (?) on pottery. And it is used as eye kohl for eye pain, and pain 

of the fingers and splits that occur on them by mixing it with honey and smearing it." 41 

Here, the illustration is represented outdoor, with a grassy groundline and a central 

tree dividing the scene into two, where on one side is an attendant stirring the 

medicament in a large bowl, and on the left side is a physician sitting on a throne 

with a patient on his side. This outdoor setting is not specified in the text, and is 

rather an added detail provided by the painter. A supplementary example is the 

illustration of a physician preparing medicine from honey (MET Museum, 13.152.6) 

(figure 15). The illustration accompanying this text features a seated physician who 

is working with a mortar and pestle to prepare the medicine, represented in an 

outdoor setting, denoted by a simple grassy groundline with two trees on the sides.  

Saliba and Komaroff’s study concludes that regardless of the novelty of the already 

existing text, the painter of the manuscript of Aya Sofya 3703 was following a new 

path apart from the tradition of the illustrated Arabic Dioscorides manuscripts.42 

Furthermore, they state that these “novel figured scenes” are divided into two types: 

scenes of doing and making and scenes of instruction and consultation which both 

existed in late antique tradition but were reiterated and adapted to the Islamic 

paintings. Consequently, we may here add that the settings in the illustrations of 

Materia Medica (Aya Sofya 3703), whether interior or exterior was in several cases 

an addition by the painter, except in specific instances where the text mentions that 

the medicinal material is extracted from outdoors. 

                                                           
41 Saliba, George, and Linda Komaroff. (2008): 27. 
42 Saliba, George, and Linda Komaroff. (2008): 31. 
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3.2 Deduced natural setting 
 The second relationship between the text and paintings is that in which the 

natural setting is concluded from the context of the story’s text, and thus we refer to 

it as a “deduced natural setting”. The deduced natural setting is the most recurrent 

method of reference to nature in the text of Maqāmāt al-Ḥarirī. It is present in the 

paintings of two copies of the manuscripts of Maqāmāt al-Harirī (Paris BnF 5847 

and C-23 St. Petersburg) and the following part provides some examples on such a 

case. In the fourteenth maqāmāh, the text provides a reference to the leather tent in 

which al-Hārith and his friends sit in to ward-off the mid-day heat on the pilgrimage 

to Mecca. The painters conclude the outdoor setting of the story and denote nature 

through the basic grassy groundline, some plants and a tree as in the copy of C-23 St. 

Petersburg (page 85) (figure 16) as well as in BnF 5847 (fol. 37v) (figure 17). In the 

exposition of the seventeenth maqāmāh is al-Ḥārith’s reference to “good places that 

the eye aspires to gaze at”, which is an indirect reference to a natural scenery, 

especially that al-Ḥārith is travelling. Thus, al-Wāsiti added two trees and a grassy 

ground line for the painting in the Paris copy of the manuscript (BnF 5847) (fol. 46v) 

(figure 18). Another example is the eighteenth maqāmāh which ends by Abū Zayd 

leaving back to his town after he and his caravan were invited to a wedding. The 

maqāmāh’s text mentions Abū Zayd’s departure: “...Then he mounted his beast to 

return on his track, to bend his course to his people...” 43 Such a reference to Abū 

Zayd mounting his camel mentioned in the text allowed the painter to deduce that the 

action takes place outdoors as is the case of the painting in the Paris copy (BnF 

5847) (fol. 51r) (figure 19). In the twentieth maqāmāh, the outdoor setting is 

concluded by the artist of the manuscript of Maqāmāt al-Harirī (St. Petersburg C-23) 

(page 124) (figure 20), where the painter illustrates a camp site with tents and a 

grassy groundline, tree and plants to hint for the natural setting. The text states that 

“And when we had brought to their knees the camels of journeying, and had passed 

from our saddles to our nests, we commanded each other to bear in mind 

companionship, and we forbade separation in a strange land.  And we took a 

                                                           
43 Al-Ḥarīrī, Abu ̄Muḥammad al-Qāsim, Chenery, Thomas and Steingass, Francis Joseph. (1867–98). 
1:207.    
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chamber that we might frequent it at the two ends of day and present each other with 

the choice of the news." 44 Likewise, al-Wāsitī in the paintings of the Paris copy (BnF 

5847) (fol. 56r) (figure 21) adds a tree under which the companions are seated with a 

grassy groundline as well, but however without any representation of the tents. In the 

thirty-third maqāmāh, the text only mentions al-Ḥārith and Abū Zayd getting out of 

the mosque. It was the artist's choice in the painting of the manuscript of Maqāmāt 

al-Harirī (St. Petersburg C-23) (page 229) (figure 22) to make the location in a 

natural setting with vegetation and a grassy groundline. The forty third maqāmāh in 

the painting of the manuscript of Maqāmāt al-Harirī (St. Petersburg C-23) (page 286) 

(figure 23) shows two camels hastened to a tree, where the text mentions al-Ḥārith 

conversing about Abu Zayd that “when he commended my friendly disposition, and 

hailed my companionship applaudingly, whereupon we saddled our beasts in haste 

and set out on our night-travel”.45 Here, the painter naturally deduced that the 

camels are hastened to a tree, and thus represented two trees one for each camel. 

 

3.3 Direct reference to a natural setting or natural element 
 

 The third relation between the text and paintings is through a direct reference in 

the text to a single natural element or to an outdoor setting with no specific landform.  

The first category comprises of the direct reference to a single natural element as part 

of the story. Such a case is present in the manuscript of Kalīla wa Dimna (BnF 3465) 

where a direct reference to a tree is made and it is represented in the painting. 

Examples include the fable of the fox which once came into the woods “where a 

drum was hanging in a tree”,46 (fol. 51r) (figure 24) as well as the story of a group of 

men who buried the money they found “at the foot of the tree”47  (fol. 69v) (figure 

                                                           
44 Al-Ḥarīrī, Abu ̄Muḥammad al-Qāsim, Chenery, Thomas and Steingass, Francis Joseph. (1867–98). 
1:220.    
45 Al-Ḥarīrī, Abu ̄Muhammad al-Qāsim, Chenery, Thomas and Steingass, Francis Joseph. (1867–98). 
2:121.    
46 Knatchbull, Wyndham. Kalila and Dimna, or, The Fables of Bidpai. Oxford: W. Baxter for J. Parker. 
(1819):100. 
47 Knatchbull, Wyndham. Kalila and Dimna, or, The Fables of Bidpai. Oxford: W. Baxter for J. Parker. 
(1819):154. 
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25).  In the fable of “The Owls and the Crows”, the illustration shows a central tree, 

which was “the habitation of a thousand crows”48 (fol. 94 v) (figure 26). Another 

direct reference to a natural element appears in the fable of the rat which “came 

running out of one of his holes”50. Thus, the painter illustrated the scene with rock 

formations (fol. 86r) (figure 27). 

The second category of a direct reference to nature is a reference to an outdoor 

setting. For instance, in the twenty-third maqāmāh, there is a direct reference to the 

setting as outdoor, but there is no description of any specific landform, where the 

text states that “… we had traversed the domain of the Governor, and had come to 

the empty plain”.51 In the Arabic text, al-Harirī uses the word (al-faḍā’) which is the 

“expanse of the earth”. In the painting of the manuscript of the Maqāmāt al-Harirī 

(St. Petersburg C-23) (page 148) (figure 28), the painter represents the natural setting 

with grass and some plants. Similarly, in its representation by al-Harirī (BnF 5847) 

(fol. 67v) (figure 29) al-Wāsitī depicts the meeting of al-Ḥārith with Abū Zayd and 

his son on a plain grassy setting outside the city. Another example is the painting of 

the twenty fourth maqāmāh from Maqāmāt al-Harirī (BnF 6094) (fol.57v) (figure 

30). The text states that al-Harith and his companions “sallied forth…To a garden 

which had assumed its gilding and adorned itself, whose flowers were various in 

their kinds and hues.” 52 Thus, the painter represents the scene with three 

background trees and a grassy ground line.  

 The text of Materia Medica (Aya Sofya 3703) has two specific references to a 

natural setting from which the pharmaceutical mineral is obtained. The first example 

is of a ferry crossing the Gagos river (David Museum-5 -1997 recto) (figure 31). In 

this specific example from the minerals section, the text mentions the pharmaceutical 

benefits and way of usage for the Gagate mineral. The text adds that this Gagate 

                                                           
48 Knatchbull, Wyndham. Kalila and Dimna, or, The Fables of Bidpai. Oxford: W. Baxter for J. Parker. 
(1819):216. 
50 Knatchbull, Wyndham. Kalila and Dimna, or, The Fables of Bidpai. Oxford: W. Baxter for J. Parker. 
(1819):195. 
51 Al-Ḥarīrī, Abu ̄Muhammad al-Qāsim, Chenery, Thomas and Steingass, Francis Joseph. (1867–98). 
1:241.    
52 Al-Ḥarīrī, Abu ̄Muhammad al-Qāsim, Chenery, Thomas and Steingass, Francis Joseph. (1867–98).  
1:244.    
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mineral can be found in rivers that pour into the sea and that it is available in a place 

called Gagos. The painter thus decided to add the illustration of a double-decked 

boat with passengers in a river bound by two mounds of earth. The painter also 

added trees with grass cover and an illustration of a fish in the water. A second 

example is for the painting in the Smithsonian Institution (F1932.21 verso) (figure 

32) related to the extraction of Lemnia Sphragis53, in which the text states that it is 

obtained from minerals available in the underground. The caption of the painting 

translates to “a painting for the wide land of mud”, where the illustration shows a 

thick ground which is different from the generic single grassy groundline with two 

trees flanking the two men who are obtaining mud.   

 Furthermore, in the manuscript of Kitāb Na’t al-Ḥayawān (British Library- Or. 

2784), the text mentions that one of the characteristics of the stork (laqlaq) is that it 

does not refuge under the shade of trees. This description may have had an effect on 

the painting’s composition, where the trees are illustrated unbridged as in most cases 

of tree styles in the manuscript. However, in the illustration pertaining to the stork 

(fol. 232r) (figure 33) a gap is left above it, which may show sensitivity to the text.  

 The manuscripts of Kitāb al-Diryāq also include instances of direct reference to 

natural elements and settings. One of the anecdotes attributed to the life of the 

physician Andromachus the Elder (or Andrumakhus Qarib al-Ahd) is accompanied 

with an illustration including nature representations in both the Vienna and the Paris 

manuscripts of Kitāb al-Diryāq. The text of this anecdote is translated by Kerner in 

her dissertation54:  

“Andromachus traveled to an island, where, one day, he saw a youth crossing the 

road ahead of him. The youth squatted to relieve himself at the base of a wall, and a small 

snake emerged, unnoticed by the youth, and bit him. The youth reacted quickly, killing the 

snake and walking to a nearby laurel tree. He took some of its berries and ate them. 

Andromachus approached, as there had been some distance between him and the youth, and 

asked the youth, "What did you do?" The youth said, "A snake bit me while I sat urinating, 

                                                           
53 sealed clay 
54 Kerner, Jaclynne J. "Art in the Name of Science: Illustrated Manuscripts of the Kitāb Al -Diryāq." Order 
No. 3114204, New York University. (2004):66. 
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and I killed it." The physician then asked why the youth had eaten laurel berries. The youth 

replied, "Don't you know that the laurel berry is an antidote to the poisons of all animals?" 

Andromachus replied, "No." And he (the youth) said, "A merchant who was well-known had 

taken laurel berries and mixed them with an equal measure of honey, removed the froth, and 

offered four ‘mithqals’ of it to drink to one who had been bitten by an animal, and he 

recovered…” 

The painting of this passage is noteworthy in the BnF 2964 copy, where the illustration 

(page 15)55 (figure 34) shows a scene divided by a laurel tree full of berries. The text 

above the painting is a caption that reads “he took some of its berries and ate them.” We 

can additionally note here the representation of the laurel tree as a medicinal plant with 

roots, is nearly identical to that illustrated in the manuscript's herbal pages (P. 59) (figure 

35), upper left (labeled al-ghār). The Vienna copy (fol. 4v) (figure 36) shows three trees, 

with the central one bearing berries56 as noted by Kerner. Such an example of a relation 

between the text and the representation of nature elements is very unique to this 

anecdote of Kitāb al-Diryāq. The paintings add extra elements not present in the text of 

the manuscript, of which are the birds, the horse and the several plant depictions other 

than the laurel tree. This is verified through the third anecdote in the first section which 

is about the preparation of the theriac of Aflāgūras. The text doesn’t mention the location 

of the story, and thus each artist improvised their own setting, where it is represented 

indoors in the illustration of BnF 2964 (page 21) (figure 37) denoted by the polylobed 

arches and a curtain57, while it is illustrated outdoors in the Vienna copy (fol. 9r) (figure 

38).  

  

The Paris manuscript's illustration58 of the anecdote (page 31) (figure 39) is also a 

representation of several phases of the narrative at the same time. The tree in the center 

of the illustration has the will of Tulunus hanged on one of the branches. Before it is the 

water jar from which two snakes appear, thus abiding by the text’s narration. However, 

                                                           
55 Pagination according to Kerner’s reordering of the manuscript’s folios 
56 Kerner, Jaclynne J. "Art in the Name of Science: Illustrated Manuscripts of the Kitāb Al -Diryāq." Order 
No. 3114204, New York University. (2004):200. 
57 Kerner, Jaclynne J. "Art in the Name of Science: Illustrated Manuscripts of the Kitāb Al -Diryāq." Order 
No. 3114204, New York University. (2004):189. 
58 Vienna illustration of the same scene couldn’t be found online.  
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the scene is shown to take place along the shore of a body of water bordered with grass 

and vines not mentioned in the text. In the Vienna version (fol. 18v) (figure 4), Tulunus 

is shown lying under a tree as well with the snake wrapping around his hand, with grassy 

groundline and plants.   
 

The second section59 of Kitāb al-Diryāq is a series of three incidents attributed to 

the physicians that validate the effectiveness, discovery and application of the theriacs. 

The first passage is that of Tulunus, Andromachus’s brother discovering an antidote and 

its text as translated by Kerner is:  

“The brother Tulunus was a land surveyor to the kings of the landed estates, and he used to go 

out to them... in the summer and the winter. One day, he went to a village seven farsakhs away, 

and he laid down for a rest at the base o f a tree along a certain road. The weather was very 

warm. A snake gathered itself around him and bit him on his hand, and he threw it onto the 

ground in order to be relieved of the strength of the discomfort. He grew fearful, and realized 

that death would overtake him, and he had no way to get up in order to kill the snake. Anxiety, 

fainting, and death overtook him, and he wrote a will with his name, and he hung it in the tree. 

There was nothing left for him but death. Near him was some remainders of water in a jar at the 

base of the tree. He was overcome by thirst, so he drank a large quantity, until there was no 

water left inside and the effects of the snakebite ceased....” 

     In the painting of Paris Diryāq (page 30) (figure 40), the painting illustrates a 

busy agricultural work. The scene is divided into two stacked registers, each possessing 

its own earthen ground line as a hint to the field and thus responding to the text. The 

Vienna Diryāq’s illustration (fol. 17v) (figure 41) of the same anecdote is also an 

agricultural scene with trees and plants. In the final and third anecdote, the incident takes 

place in the court of a prince, but there is a mention that “a serpent had come out from 

among the trees that were outside the house in which the slave was locked”, and thus the 

representation of two trees on the sides of the pavilion in BnF 2964 (page 33) (figure 42) 

and three trees in Vienna A.F. 10 (fol. 19r) (figure 43).  

                                                           
59 The third section comprises of snake illustrations, identifications and their characteristics, as well as a 
survey of the pharmaceutical plants with their names. Check Fig. 3-b and 3-c 
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3.4 Direct Reference to a specific natural landform 
 

 The fourth relation between text and paintings is when the text directly refers to a 

specific natural landform. These landforms are the cave, mountains and hills, water 

bodies like seas and rivers, mud ponds, gardens, as well as valleys. Such landforms 

have been mentioned across the several manuscripts.  

3.4.1 The Cave 

 The first landform is the cave, which is represented in the painting of the Paris 

copy of the manuscript of Maqāmāt al-Harirī (BnF 5847) (fol. 3v) (figure 44). The 

text of the first maqāmāh states that al-Ḥārith meets Abu Zayd who “came to a cave, 

and slipped into it suddenly”60.  

3.4.2 Hills and Mountains 

 The second specific reference to nature is that of the hills and mountains. In the 

fourth maqāmāh, the text specifies that the caravan “came upon a ground with dew-

moistened hillocks”. In the paintings of the manuscript of Maqāmāt al-Harirī BnF 

5847 (fol. 9v) (figure 45) and C-23 St. Petersburg (page 22) (figure 46) the paintings 

comprise of a representation of a hill at which caravans are depicted with their 

camels, baggage and tents respectively. The thirty first maqāmāh also specifically 

notes the emergence of Abu Zayd from behind the hills. This maqāmāh’s 

representation in paintings of Maqāmāt al-Harirī BnF 5847 (fol. 95 r) (figure 47) and 

BnF 6094 (fol. 103v) (figure 48) as well as in C-23 St. Petersburg (page 208) (figure 

49) all represent the hill as part of the specificity of the story’s setting. The forty 

third maqāmāh similarly follows the text in representing the mountain, abiding by al-

Ḥārith saying that “while I was revolving in my mind for what I should decide myself, 

there appeared to me the form of a camel in the shelter of a mountain”61, illustrated 

                                                           
60 Al-Ḥarīrī, Abu ̄Muhammad al-Qāsim, Chenery, Thomas and Steingass, Francis Joseph. (1867–98).  
1:111.    
61 Al-Ḥarīrī, Abu ̄Muhammad al-Qāsim, Chenery, Thomas and Steingass, Francis Joseph. (1867–98).  
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in paintings of the manuscript of the Maqāmāt al-Harirī (C-23 St. Petersburg) (page 

285) (figure 50) and (BnF 5847) (fol.134 r) (figure 51). 

 

3.4.3 Water Bodies 

 Water bodies are the third specific landform that are referenced in the text and 

illustrated in the paintings of the manuscript of Maqāmāt al- Ḥarīrī. In the twenty 

second maqāmāh is a direct reference to the Euphrates river, where the text mentions 

that “Al-Ḥārith, son of Hammam, related: I betook myself, during a time of quiet, to 

the water-lands of the Euphrates; —and there I met with scribes...”62 Both copies of 

the manuscript of Maqāmāt al- Harirī (BnF 5847) (fol. 61r) (figure 52) and (C-23 St. 

Petersburg) (page 135) (figure 53) show a group of men on a boat situated in a 

patterned representation of the Euphrates river. The thirty ninth maqāmāh similarly 

specifies the setting to be in the sea, where al-Ḥārith states that “I inclined to cross 

the billowy sea and to choose the swift-sailing ship”. This sea is represented in the 

paintings of Maqāmāt al- Harirī (BnF 5847) (fol.119v) (figure 54) and in (C-23 St. 

Petersburg) (page 260) (figure 55). 

  In the manuscript of Kalīla wa Dimna (BnF 3465), such a direct reference 

appears in the story of the fisherman, where according to the text, “one day in a river, 

saw a shell at the bottom of the water”63. The artist in this painting (fol. 33r) (figure 

56) illustrates a river with three fish, framed by additions of earthen mounds and a 

grassy groundline with a tree and a flowering plant. Such additions are not 

mentioned in the text but are compliant with the influences from contemporary 

manuscript illustrations. Similarly, in the same manuscript, the painting illustrating a 

dog on the side of the river (fol. 40v) (figure 57), where the text states that “who 

having come to a river… saw its shadow in the water.” 64 In the same manuscript of 
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63 Knatchbull, Wyndham. Kalila and Dimna, or, The Fables of Bidpai. Oxford: W. Baxter for J. Parker. 
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Kalīla wa Dimna (BnF 3465) (fol. 46r) (figure 58), the painter also illustrates a 

riverbank with the river and two trees. Such a representation of the river as a 

landform is in accordance with the text which states that a man throws himself into a 

river while trying to escape from a wolf. The pond is also another example of a 

waterbody that is used in Kalīla wa Dimna’s passage about the crow arriving to a 

pond. (fol. 87v) (figure 59).  

 Passages in Kitāb Na’t al-Ḥayawān serve as a description of the habitat and 

behavior of the animal. An example of the passage on the turtle from the same 

manuscript helps us understand an instance of the ‘narrative’65 and its descriptive 

caption which is illustrated in fol. 82 v (figure 60). Contandini66 examined the text 

and states that it provides “a full account” of an action in progress, where the text 

states that the turtle “has amazing stratagems and secret approaches, among which 

is that it covers itself with dust and then dives into the water and goes where birds 

assemble to drink. Its color is concealed by the turbidity of the water from the earth 

that is on its back. Birds or other animals stand on it and so it can attack and kill 

them and eat them. If it does not succeed in this way, it pulls off the leg of the bird 

and eats it.” The caption here reads “picture of a turtle, having seized hold of a bird, 

pulling it into the water”, thus specifying the water as a component in the painting, 

where it showcases a turtle in a pool with a bird above its head with an indication of 

earth and rocks. The painting illustrates the final part of the passage, portraying the 

turtle snatching the leg of a bird with its mouth.67 Another example that includes a 

similar repertoire of nature elements is the one of the Crocodile/Skink (al-timsāḥ wa 

huwa al-saqanqūr). Its text states that it delivers its off-springs at the seashore, and 

the illustrations (Fol. 206 v) (figure 61) shows the animal with the sea, earth mounds 

for the shore and a tree.  

                                                           
65 Contadini, Anna. A World of Beasts: a Thirteenth-Century Illustrated Arabic Book on Animals (the 
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 In regards to the manuscript of Materia Medica (Aya Sofya 3703), it is essential 

to study the relation between the text and illustration of medicinal herbs. For the 

painting of the moss in the Harvard Museum (1971.95.1: verso) (figure 62), or 

Ṭuḥlub that is found on stagnant water. The passage as translated by Saliba and 

Komariff 68states that 

 “Phakos which is the moss (Ṭuḥlub) that is found on stagnant water. It is the green that is 

similar to lentil in shape which is found in forests on stagnant water. It is cold. So, if it is 

used for bandaging by itself, or mixed with wheat husk, it would work for redness and hot 

swellings as well as gout (niqris). And if the hydrocele enterocelas (qīla) that afflicts the 

children is bandaged with it, it will shrink it in size.” 

In this case, the painting represents the description of the text, where “the water is 

depicted by a blue band with wavy parallel lines, circumscribed by a strip of green 

marked by concentric semicircles and perhaps intended to represent moss or 

algae”.69 

 

3.4.4 Mud Ponds 

The fourth specific landform is the mud pond that is represented in the painting 

of Kalīla wa Dimna (BnF 3465) (fol. 45v) (figure 63). From the story of the lion and 

the bull, the text mentions that the bull was “contrived to release himself from the 

mud”70. The painter portrays the bull in a natural setting comprising of a mud pond 

amidst two earth mounds, with a tree with two birds on the left and the man and a 

flowering plant on the right. 

3.4.5 The Garden 

 The fifth specific reference to nature is that of the garden. The twenty fourth 

maqāmāh refers to a garden where the text states that “...So, we sallied forth to a 

garden which had assumed its gilding and adorned itself, whose flowers were various 
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in their kinds and hues.” 71 Al-Wāsiti in the painting from the manuscript of 

Maqāmāt al-Harirī (BnF 5847) (fol. 69v) (figure 64) included a man-made water 

pool in the center of the painting in a new sort of composition.  

 

3.4.6 The Valley 

 The reference to the valley is the sixth specific landform that is surveyed, and it 

is used in the in the manuscript of Kitāb Na’t al-Ḥayawān (British Library- Or. 

2784). The passage concerning the mountain goat (Tāmūr) illustrated in (fol. 205 v) 

(figure 65) states that when thirsty, it heads to the valley to drink and then likes to 

graze and play between the trees, dances and hangs its horns in the branches. The 

painting only shows a rearing goat with the representation of a grassy groundline and 

a tree with a small shrub on its foot.  

 Here, and after the study of the texts of the manuscripts, it is essential to check if 

the text exerted any role on the shaping of the illustrations of nature. What is 

noticeable after reading the texts of the Maqāmāt and Kalīla wa Dimna, that the 

representation of nature elements in the manuscripts does not change with the change 

of the type of text. Although the text of the Maqāmāt is more literary complex and 

includes more descriptive references to nature, the Maqāmāt (BnF 6094) and Kalīla 

wa Dimna (BnF 3465) share the same visual language, which, however, relates to the 

prevalent style of the period and the milieu and rather not catalyzed by the texts 

themselves. Nevertheless, the addition of nature elements by the painters of all the 

manuscripts is noticed, even if they were not mentioned, or when the text doesn’t 

specify any setting. Thus, it is not a systematized relation between the text and the 

natural elements represented, and the greater credit goes to the painter and what he 

decides to illustrate according to the skills he possesses. This is also compliant with 

what Saliba and Komaroff express regarding the illustrations of the manuscript of  

Maqāmāt al-Harirī  (BnF 5847) and that of Materia Medica (Aya Sofya 3703), where 

                                                           
71  Al-Ḥarīrī, Abu ̄Muḥammad al-Qāsim, Chenery, Thomas and Steingass, Francis Joseph. (1867–98). 
1:244.    
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they state that such illustrations “are not conditioned by their texts” and suggest them 

to be a reflection of the “milieu in which they were produced one in.” 72 From this 

study we also learn that there is no one rule that fits all relations between the text and 

paintings of nature in the studied manuscripts. It is an eclectic relation that is firstly 

handled by the prevalent artistic style. It proves to follow a certain configuration73 

and set of nature elements regardless of the text, and when the text mentions a 

specific setting, the prevalent style governing the whole paintings imposes the 

addition of certain unmentioned elements of nature. However, even when a specific 

natural element is referenced in the text, its way of representation does not differ 

from the one added by the artist without its reference in the text. An only exception 

is that of the laurel tree, in Kitāb al-Diryāq (BnF 2964) which is the only tree 

represented and specific to the pharmacological herb. Some elements such as the 

water bodies are only added when the text refers to them. However, trees, small 

plants, birds and grassy groundlines and earthly mounds are added by the painter to 

enrich the representation of the natural setting. Hence, regardless of the way the text 

refers to nature, the manuscripts share a common illustrative tradition, conforming to 

the “cumulative experience from which the thirteenth century illustrations were 

born”. 74 It is in this sense that we may justify the use of the same style in literary 

and scientific manuscripts, where just as Hoffman states75, “the pervasive narrative 

spirit captured by the manuscript of Materia Medica (Aya Sofya 3703) could only 

have resulted for an encounter with contemporary literary manuscripts and their 

profuse narrative illustrations”. This similarly applies for the rest of the paintings of 

nature in the manuscripts from the same milieu and period. However, what is 

additionally learned here is that such a difference in the textual reference to nature 

hasn’t affected the representation of nature in the manuscripts, as it is governed by 

stylistic norms and the expertise of the painters.  

 

                                                           
72 Saliba, George, and Linda Komaroff. (2008): 35. 
73 This configuration will be discussed in a separate chapter on composition, here it is enough to highlight 
it.   
74 HOFFMAN, EVA ROSE F. (1982):170. 
75 HOFFMAN, EVA ROSE F. (1982):170. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

 

FACTORS PROMOTING THE 

REPRESENTATION OF NATURE 
 

This chapter aims to explore the catalysts, conditions and requirements that 

necessitated the representation of nature in the paintings of the manuscripts under study. 

This chapter proposes four factors that promoted the early representation of nature in 

these paintings.  

 

4.1 Development of the representation of nature from the herbals of 

scientific treatises  
  

The first factor promoting the early representation of nature in the “Arab Paintings” 

under study is the set of medical treatise that entailed the reference to medicinal recipes 

from herbs, which in turn included their illustration. In the manuscript of Kitāb al-Diryāq 

(BnF 2964), one can notice full folios assigned for charts that identify various medicinal 

herbs (figures 66 and 67). Similarly, the earliest attempts of illustrating the manuscripts 

of Materia Medica were through adding the paintings of each of the herbals next to their 

description, which Ettinghausen considers as the “first appearance of such explanatory 

figures”76. This type of herb illustrations can be clearly noticed in the manuscript of 

Materia Medica at the Leiden University Library (cod. Or. 289) (folio 166r) (figure 68), 

                                                           
76 Ettinghausen, Richard. Arab painting. Geneva, Skira. (1962):87-88. 
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which is one of the earliest dated copies (475 A.H/ 1083 C.E.)77 and is posited by Sadek 

to be produced in Samarqand78.  

Another type of paintings consists of the representations of medicinal herbs within 

illustrations of anecdotes, as is the case with the painting of “Andromachus Discovering 

the Efficacy of the Laurel Tree Against Snakebites” (page 15) (figure 34) in the 

manuscript of Kitāb al-Diryāq (BnF 2964), where one can clearly see the representation 

of the laurel tree in its scientific manner with its bulbous roots.  

Furthermore, a copy of Materia Medica at the Suleymaniye Library in Istanbul (Aya 

Sofya 3702)79 (figure 69) as well as the folios of Materia Medica (Aya Sofa 3703) are 

rich in herbals (figure 70). The latter also includes herbals coupled with animals or 

insects like the case of the pair of birds (fol. 54v) (figure 71) which are elements added 

by the painter and have nothing to do with the medicinal treatise. Thus, such a 

representation of herbals for their medicinal value promoted the early representation of 

other natural elements related to the context of the herbals. This leads us to the following 

factor which is illustrating the habitat of the plant.  

 

4.2 Illustrating the habitat of the plant  
 Another factor that contributes to the early representation of nature is the 

illustration of the habitat of the plant. While most illustrations in the Leiden copy of 

Materia Medica (MS Leiden Or. 289) are only representing the herb itself, there exist 

several illustrations of plants represented within “aquatic” or “terrestrial” habitats. 

For instance, the painting of the Malabathron plant in the Leiden copy of Materia 

Medica is accompanied with a man sitting on a rock with a swamp, over which the 

                                                           
77 Sadek, Mahmoud Mohamed. "THE LEIDEN DIOSCORIDES: A STUDY OF AN ARABIC 
ILLUMINATED MANUSCRIPT OF DIOSCORIDES' 'DE MATERIA MEDICA' WITH SPECIAL 
REFERENCE TO THE VIENNA ANDPIERPONT MORGAN CODICES." Order No. 6920187, 
Columbia University. (1969):57. 
78 Sadek, Mahmoud Mohamed. (1969):93. 
79 Aya Sofya 3702 is proposed by Alain Touwaide to be the model from which Aya Sofya 3703 was 
copied. The Aya Sofya 3702 is not dated, but has a close proximity to Aya Sofya 3703 in size, paper, 
writing and illustrations and is likely to have originated in the same workshop. Refer to Touwaide, Alain. 
Translation and Transliteration of Plant names in Ḥunayn b. Iḥsāq´s and Iṣṭifān b. Bāsil´s Arabic version 
of Dioscorides (2009): 566. 
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Malabathron leaves are floating (fol. 8r) (figure 72). 80 The surface of the water is 

“almost all covered with the floating leaves of the Malabathron plant”, where the 

man seems to gather some leaves with his left hand while his right arm is near his 

eye with a bunch of leaves in his hand. Sadek notes that the figure is “not a 

representation by itself but rather is associated with the Malabathron plant”. 81 The 

water lily is another example of an illustration of a plant in water (fol. 33v) (figure 

73), where the text mentions that the lily grows among rocks found in the shores of a 

watery place, thus using the natural setting as part of the illustration.  

 Other examples are illustrations showing the “terrestrial habitat” of the plants. 

The illustration of the Smilax Aspera or “Lūbia” (fol. 91 r) (figure 74) from Book II 

of the manuscript of Materia Medica (MS Leiden Or. 289) illustrates “two grassy 

lines possibly representing the edges of garden beds”82, which Sadek considers as a 

portrayal of the “habitat type”. The painting of a row of little flowers Pimpinella 

dissecta or “Būnyoun” (fol. 166r) (figure 75) shows an “indication of a soil line” 

corresponding to the text’s mention of it growing in a “moist, shady and wild” place. 
83 Thus, such “explanatory figures” that show the setting of the herb or the way of 

applying it for treatment are examples of instances in which nature elements were 

represented, and were later morphed into “well-balanced”84 scenes that no longer 

include the herbal element anymore but rather other representations of nature.   

4.3 Scientific texts including nature representation: 
 In addition to the representation of medicinal herbals in scientific manuscripts, 

we find representations of non-medicinal plants and natural elements in such 

scientific and pharmacological treatise that are considered as representations of 

nature. Such examples of illustrations with non-medicinal plants are present in the 

illustrations of the dispersed folios of the manuscript of Materia Medica (Aya Sofya 

3703) which include: Water Milling of Lead Ore at the Louvre Museum (K 3425 

Recto) (figure 76), Preparation of Cough Syrup at Cleveland Museum (977.91. b_o2) 

                                                           
80 Sadek, Mahmoud Mohamed. (1969):179. 
81 Sadek, Mahmoud Mohamed. (1969):181 
82 Sadek, Mahmoud Mohamed. (1983) :133. 
83 Sadek, Mahmoud Mohamed. (1983) :134. 
84 Ettinghausen, Richard. Arab painting. Geneva, Skira. (1962):87-88. 
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(figure 77), Two Doctors Preparing Medicine at the Walters Museum (W.675.A) 

(figure 78) and a Physician Preparing an Elixir at the Metropolitan Museum 

(13.152.6) (figure 15). Three illustrations with non-medicinal trees from the 

dispersed folios of the manuscript of Materia Medica (Aya Sofya 3703) are also 

found at the Smithsonian Museum which are the preparation of medicine from the 

flower of the wild vine (F1932.22verso) (figure 14), two men obtaining clay for 

medicinal use (F1932.21verso) (figure 32) and an outdoor scene with a mad dog 

biting a man (F1953.91recto) (figure 2). In these paintings, the trees illustrated have 

nothing to do with the recipe of the medicine.  

Moreover, the manuscript of Materia Medica of the 10th century at the Morgan 

Library (MS M.652) includes a Treatise on Snakes that illustrates snakes (e.g. fol. 

346 v) (figure 79) with an addition of a natural setting directly related to the habitat 

relative to the serpent’s characteristics (fol. 342 r and 350 v) (figures 80 and 81). 

Similarly, the manuscripts of Kitāb al-Diryāq (BnF 2964 and Vienna Cod. A.F.10) 

include paintings which show trees that do not relate to the pharmaceutical treatise 

described. Such examples include folios. 4v, 9r, 17v, 19r (figures 36, 38, 41, 43 

respectively) from Vienna Cod. A.F.10 and pages 31 and 33 (figure 39 and 42 

respectively) from BnF 2964. 

 

4.4 The relation between figural representation and the illustration 

of nature 
One of the findings in our study is the existence of a relation between the figural 

representation and the accompanying illustrations of nature. Ettinghausen speaks of the 

factors that acted as catalysts for the increase in figural representations in the early 

thirteenth century.85 He primarily notes the “sudden surge in popular dramatic arts”, 

such as puppet theaters and shadow plays. In fact, the performances of shadow play 

display scenes that contain natural settings as part of the story. According to 

Ettinghausen, such examples include camels marching in the desert, ships in the seas, as 

                                                           
85 Ettinghausen, Richard. Arab painting. Geneva, Skira. (1962):81. 
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well as land battles including soldiers and horsemen. It is in this context that we 

understand the established tradition in using natural settings for such shadow plays 

accompanying figural representations, and thus was their influence on manuscript 

illustrations. Furthermore, the representation of figures in scientific manuscripts was 

used to illustrate the method of extraction of the medicine as in the manuscript of 

Materia Medica (Aya Sofya 3703), such as the illustration of the Physicians Cutting a 

Plant at the Smithsonian Museum (F1938.1recto) (figure 82). However, other 

illustrations featuring human activities necessitated certain settings that provide context 

for the extraction of the medicine, such as the illustration of Two Men Obtaining Clay 

for Medicinal Use (F1932.21 verso) (figure 32) at the Smithsonian Institution from the 

dispersed folios of the manuscript of Materia Medica (Aya Sofya 3703).  

An additional layer to this is the illustration of nature with representations of 

physicians in scientific manuscripts, which provide insight to the context of discovery of 

the medicine or antidotes.  Pancaroglu’s86 reference to the painting of Andromachus the 

Younger Learning the Efficacy of Snake-Tainted Wine as a Cure for Elephantiasis from 

the manuscript of Kitāb al-Diryāq (BnF 2964) (page 30) (figure 40), shows the tillers 

and field workers in a pastoral scene of agricultural work, where in the center is 

Andromachus the younger. Hence, the outdoor settings of these scenes feature the 

outdoor context of the discovery and the application of antidotes, which is accompanied 

with the figural representations of physicians.87 Another example from the manuscript of 

Kitāb al-Diryāq (Cod. A.F. 10) is the illustration of Andromachus the Elder Learns of 

the Efficacy of Laurel Berries as an Antidote to Snakebite (fol. 4v) (figure 36), where 

Andromachus is shown within the outdoor context where he has the chance to discover 

the theriac. Hence, through the illustrations of natural settings, the painters were able to 

provide an expanded portrayal of the context of such knowledge, and thus was the 

presence of natural elements in the paintings.  

 

                                                           
86 Pancaroglu, Oya Ayse. "“A World Unto Himself”: The Rise of a New Human Image in the Late Seljuk 
Period (1150–1250)." Order No. 9972393, Harvard University. (2000): 129. 
87 Pancaroglu, Oya Ayse. "“A World Unto Himself”: The Rise of a New Human Image in the Late Seljuk 
Period (1150–1250)." Order No. 9972393, Harvard University. (2000): 130.  
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CHAPTER FIVE 

THE FUNCTIONS OF THE REPRESENTATION 

OF NATURE 
 

After understanding the relation between the text and the representation of 

natural settings in the Arabic manuscripts of the late twelfth and early thirteenth 

centuries, this chapter aims at studying the functions that the representations of 

nature employ within the paintings. This is an additional layer to the function of the 

illustrated natural elements in symbolizing the landscape setting. Natural elements 

and natural settings have shown to have several different functions within the corpus 

of the manuscripts under study. It is important to mention that the natural elements 

were illustrated only after the main events and characters are set, but the functions 

that are deduced are according to what role the representation of a natural element 

plays within the painting. Some art historians have mentioned particular functions 

while studying the manuscripts. For example, in her article entitled “Landscape in 

Islamic Art”, Schneider88 argues that the representation of nature is a “technical 

device providing framing or dividing elements”. She also points out that orange and 

pomegranate trees “take on a specific function” 89, suggesting that they generate an 

atmosphere of an outdoor setting not called upon by the text and they also function 

as space fillers between figures. Saliba and Komaroff note to the relation in 

compositional designs between Aya Sofya and Kitāb Na’t al-Ḥayawān, emphasizing 

that “plants are used as framing devices or focal points”.90 In addition, Contadini 

                                                           
88 Schneider, Laura. "Landscape in Islamic Art." Mid-East, vol. 7, no. 3 (March 1967): 8-16. 
89  Schneider, Laura. "Landscape in Islamic Art." Mid-East, vol. 7, no. 3 (March 1967): 10. 
90 Saliba, George, and Linda Komaroff. “Illustrated Books May Be Hazardous to Your Health: A New 
Reading of the Arabic Reception and Rendition of the ‘Materia Medica’ of Dioscorides.” Ars Orientalis 35 
(2008):35. 
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traces a contrast between the presence and absence of natural elements, which as she 

states, plays a role in differentiating between species in Kitāb Na’t al-Ḥayawān. She 

provides the examples of Fol. 140r: Horse (faras) vs. Fol. 145r: Mule (baghl), and 

Fol. 147r: Domestic Ass (ḥimār ahlī) vs. Fol. 151v: Onager (ḥimār waḥshī) which 

have the same shape with slight difference in color. 91 Thus, such a representation of 

nature to differentiate between species may also be seen as a compositional concern 

in addition to its function of symbolizing the landscape setting by representing 

elements of it.  

Furthermore, the function of early representation of nature in the manuscripts of 

Maqāmāt al-Harīrī of the early 13th century have been simplified and generalized, 

with very scarce reference to the text of the Maqāmāt. In the introductory essay of 

the facsimile92 of the manuscript of Maqāmāt al-Harīrī (BnF 5847), Oleg Grabar also 

mentions some functions for natural elements. 93 In addition, in his book entitled 

Maqāmāt Illustrations94, Grabar discusses formally and stylistically some of the 

natural elements and animals represented, and states that they have a compositional 

purpose which he doesn’t specify. He states that the representations of nature only 

serve to indicate exterior setting and not to differentiate kinds of natural settings. 

However, although this might be true for flowers and grass used, the thirty-first 

Maqāmāh (fol. 103v) in BnF 6094 and the forty-fourth Maqāmāh in C-23 St 

Petersburg (page. 296) clearly indicate a mountainous terrain that is different in kind 

from other settings, thus giving us the ability to differentiate between types of natural 

settings.  

                                                           
91 Contadini, Anna. A World of Beasts: a Thirteenth-Century Illustrated Arabic Book on Animals (the 
Kitāb Na't Al-Ḥayawān) in the Ibn Bakhtīshū' Tradition. Leiden: BRILL. (2011):105. 
92 Hariri, Yahya ibn Mahmud Wāsiti, and Oleg Grabar. Maqāmāt Al-Hāriri. Facsimile ed. London: 
Touch@rt. (2003). 
93 He mentions how a tree acts as an ordering device organizing the positioning of personages (fol. 7r, 
100v), how the mountain (fol. 134r) allows to position personages in more elaborate ways. He also 
mentions that grass thickness serves as a carpet on which people sit (fol. 19), tree or bush act as a 
background (fol. 46) or a way to surround a personage (fols. 7 and 100) or a method to frame a 
composition (fol. 41).  
 
94 Grabar, Oleg. The Illustrations of the Maqāmāt. Chapter 4: Morphology and Manuscripts. Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, (1984): 119-122. 
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In order to identify conclusions through the collection of observations and 

analyses in relation to the text, the illustrations of nature have been organized by type 

of elements represented and the possible functions for their representation per 

painting per manuscript. This was completed with two main purposes in mind: to 

identify the range of functions that the early representation of nature possessed in the 

Arab manuscripts of late twelfth and early thirteenth centuries; and to assess these 

functions among the same type of natural element represented, be it a tree, rock, hill 

or any other identified subject. It is essential to mention the overlap of functions of 

the representations of nature, as the same element participates in more than one 

function according to its respective literary and illustrative context. The functions are 

thus: illustrating natural settings according to the text, adding narrative detail to the 

story, acting as background or foreground element, ornamental form, and as a 

compositional element.  

 

5.1 Illustrating natural settings according to the text 
This function is apparent in manuscripts that mention the specific setting and has 

to do with the scientific information on the subject or the plot of the story. This is 

seen in the manuscript of Materia Medica’s illustration of a Ferry Crossing the 

Gagos River (David Museum- 5 -1997recto) (figure 31), where the text specifies that 

the Gagate rock is attained from the Gagos river, and thus was its illustration. 

Another example from the same manuscript is that of Two Men Obtaining Clay for 

Medicinal Use (Smithsonian-F1932.21verso) (figure 32), where the painter 

illustrates the mud field from which the clay is attained. Similarly, is Kitāb al-

Diryāq’s (BnF 2964) illustration of the laurel tree (page 15) (figure 34), as there is a 

specific mention to it in the passage of Andromachus the Elder and it is illustrated in 

a scientific manner with its roots and resembles the tree (page 59) (figure 35). 

Similarly, and for scientific technical purposes, the water bodies are illustrated in 

some folios of the manuscript of Kitāb al-Baytara at the Topkapi Museum (Ahmed 

III 2115) (figure 83), since the text mentions their efficacy in treatment.95 

                                                           
95 Refer to chapter on relation of text to representation of nature.  
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Furthermore, in the manuscript of Kitāb Na’t al-Ḥayawān (Or. 2784), the aquatic and 

amphibious animals are illustrated within their natural habitat. Thus, even if the text 

doesn’t mention the water in all cases, the painter would illustrate these animals with 

a foreground including a water pond, earth and grass (such as folios 82v, 88r and 

191v corresponding to figures 60, 84, and 85 respectively). In the manuscript of 

Maqāmāt al-Harīrī, (BnF 5847), al-Wāsiti as well represents specific natural settings 

when needed according to the text and as explained in the previous chapter.  

 

5.2  Nature as an additive narration 
In this heading, the representation of nature is seen as an additive narration, 

providing more details than what the author of the text provides. In the manuscript of 

Kitāb al-Diryāq (BnF 2964), the painter extrapolates the scene to be on a water body, 

with adding fish to the water even though the text doesn’t mention the presence of 

any water body for the setting. Similarly, in all the outdoor scenes of the manuscript 

of Materia Medica (Aya Sofya 3703), the setting is a complete invention of the 

painter as the text is silent about it. Such trees are thus illustrated to provide the 

context for the depiction of events, where the illustration of the scene is inspired by 

the topic of text about the preparation of the medicine. Moreover, this function is 

prominent with maqāmāh texts that do not specify a setting for the story, but are also 

present when the outdoor setting is specified. For example, in the third maqāmāh in 

the manuscript of Maqāmāt al-Harīrī (C-23 St. Petersburg) (page 17) (figure 6), the 

painter completely adds the oval pool, the grass and the tree although the text doesn’t 

mention any setting. This shows the author’s participation in the narration of some of 

the maqāmāh’s details, like providing a feeling of a setting for the assembly of the 

men. Similarly, but in a more limited manner, al-Wāsitī in the manuscript of 

Maqāmāt al-Harīrī (BnF 5847) (fol. 7r) (figure 7) amplifies the atmosphere of the 

scene by adding a tree with the grass groundline to establish his imagined setting of 

the story. In the representation of the thirty ninth maqāmāh in BnF 5847 (fol. 121 r) 

(figure 1), the text refers to talismans made by Abū Zayd by a magic spell in his 

possession against all dangers of the sea and the island, where he had a powerful 
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charm for the difficult child-labor of the lady of the castle. Thus, the presence of 

spells and mystery incentivized al-Wāsitī to represent the island as a mysterious land, 

with monkeys, birds, fantastic animals and a variety of trees in a sense of amplifying 

and detailing the story through the illustrations. Furthermore, the hill illustrated in 

the painting of the forty seventh maqāmāh in BnF 5847 (fol. 155v) (figure 9) is a 

completely added element by al-Wāsiti. The presence of a hill is not mentioned in 

the text. Thus, the choice for its representation and the choice of an outdoor setting is 

a decision made by al-Wāsitī. The text mentions the setting to be at the cupper, 

which was surrounded by onlookers. However, the text doesn’t mention if the 

cupper’s onlookers were indoors or outdoors. The thirteenth maqāmāh’s text is mute 

on the landform of the outdoor setting, but al-Hāriri intends that al-Ḥārith went out 

with his companions of poets outside the country, resting and then returning. Thus, it 

is inferred that the setting is in nature, where al-Zawra’ is a fertile area on the eastern 

side of Baghdad. With the reference to nature through a tree and a grassy ground line 

in the paintings of the manuscript of Maqāmāt al-Harīrī (BnF 5847) (fol. 35r) (figure 

86) and BnF 6094 (40r) (figure 87), the C-23 St. Petersburg’s painter in page 79 

(figure 88) adds a complete hill that divides the painting into two sections. This 

addition of the hill is simply a narrative detail included by the painter.  Moreover, the 

twenty fifth maqāmāh in the manuscript of Maqāmāt al-Harīrī (C-23 St. Petersburg) 

(page 163) (figure 89) shows a representation of a rock on which Abū Zayd is seated. 

However, the text only mentions Abū Zayd seated without specifying sitting on a 

rock stating “then he sat down, bowed together”96. This rock was thus the painter’s 

own addition to the story. The forty third maqāmāh is equally interesting in its 

representations of nature, where the painter depicted the village by adding a hill with 

a building in the background, preceded by three buffalos on the grass in the case of 

the painting in Maqāmāt al-Harīrī (C-23 St. Petersburg) (page 293) (figure 90) and 

with a cow, two pairs of goats, a chicken and a rooster in addition to a water body in 

BnF 5847 (138 r) (figure 91). Thus, we can also see from these examples the 

                                                           
96 Al-Ḥarīrī, Abu ̄Muḥammad al-Qāsim, Chenery, Thomas and Steingass, Francis Joseph. (1867–98).  
1:255. 
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inclination towards the addition of narrative details to the illustrations of the 

assemblies. 

Accordingly, in all the mentioned paintings, these details of nature are added to the 

painting and provide an extra layer of narration imagined by the painter. In this 

manner, we notice the role of the representation of nature in creating additional and 

more developed details for some particularities of the event’s settings and their 

related elements of description. Thus, it is necessary here to shed light on the role of 

the artists in participating alongside the author in imagining some instances of the 

settings and developing specific details from the elements auxiliary to the main plot 

of the assembly. 

 

5.3 Background/foreground elements 
This part considers the representations of nature that function as background or 

foreground elements. In the dispersed paintings of the manuscript of Materia Medica 

(Aya Sofya 3703), the painting at Settignano Musuem in the Berenson collection 

(figure 92) shows four doctors in a discussion under a tree which is situated in the 

background. Similarly, the trees appear as background elements to their respective 

scenes in the manuscript of Kalīla wa Dimna (BnF 3465) (fol. 52r) (figure 13), Kitāb 

al-Diryaq (BnF 2964) (page 31 and 33) (figure 39 and 42), and Kitāb Na’t al-

Ḥayawān (fols 41r, 101r, 140v) (figures 93, 94, 95). Likewise, in the paintings of the 

manuscript of Maqāmāt al- Ḥarīrī (BnF 5847), the trees are included as background 

elements in the representations of several maqamahs (fol. 46v, 56r, fol. 110r) 

(figures 18, 21, 96). The fourth maqāmāh in the manuscript of Maqāmāt al- Ḥarīrī 

(BnF 6094) uses two trees as well in the background (fol. 13r) (figure 97). The 

mountain with the standing and gesturing Abu Zayd appears in the background of the 

painting of the thirty first maqāmāh of C-23 St. Petersburg, where the foreground 

shows the caravan’s setting and tents (page 208) (figure 48) and the caravan with 

camels (page 211), creating an attempt at providing a depth for the scene. Another 

mountain also depicting the village in the forty third maqāmāh of C-23 St. 

Petersburg (page 293) (figure 90) and depicting the village’s hills in BnF 5847 (fol. 
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138r) (figure 91) likewise acts as a background for al-Ḥārith’s and Abu Zayd’s 

entrance to the village on their camels in the foreground.  

In addition, the representation of nature also functions as foreground in other cases. 

A water body which has six ducks is set as a foreground in the painting of the 

frontispiece of volume XX of Kitab al-Aghānī (David Collection) (figure 98). 

Similarly, in the paintings of the manuscript of Kitāb Na’t al-Ḥayawān (Or. 2784), 

the illustration of water bodies and earth with a grassy ground line create a 

foreground for the representation of the animals. (fols. 191v, 213v) (figures 85, 99). 

In the painting of Materia Medica (Aya Sofya 3703) entitled A Ferry crossing the 

Gagos River in the David Museum, a similar foreground is used to indicate the 

setting (figure 31). Likewise, from the painting of Kitab al-Diryāq (BnF 2964), a 

water body with grass is set in the foreground to provide a setting for the passage 

(page 31) (figure 39).   

 

5.4 Ornamental functions 
 The representation of nature also proves to occupy ornamental functions within 

the paintings. Nearly all ground lines in the manuscripts under study include 

illustrations of flowers and flowering plants, either embedded within the grass line or 

as separate plants. They are thus functioning as decorative elements of nature, with 

their different colors, forms and types. For instance, the frontispiece of volume XX 

from Kitāb al-Aghānī (figure 98) has an ornamented grassy ground line with colorful 

representations of flowers, similar to that also in frontispieces of volume IV (figure 

100). Kitab al-Diryāq of BnF 2964 (page 30) (figure 40) and Vienna A.F. 10 (fol. 4v, 

9r, 19r) (figure 36, 38, 43) as well as the frontispiece (figure 101) all have a similar 

notion of flowers embedded within the grassy ground line. In addition, a similar use 

of such ornamental flowers exists in the manuscript of Maqāmāt al-Ḥarīrī (BnF 

6094) (fols. 75v, 126r) (figures 30, 109). 

Moreover, there are several instances in which birds are used as ornamental 

elements, such as on the trees in Kalīla wa Dimna (fol. 32v, 45v)(figures 10, 63), 

Kitab al-Diryāq of BnF 2964 (page 33) (figure 42) and Vienna A.F. 10 (fol. 4v, 19r) 
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(figure 36, 43), as well as in the paintings of Maqāmāt al-Ḥarīrī (BnF 5847) (fol. 

37v)(figure 17) and BnF 6094 (fol. 13r, 75v, 126r) (figures 97, 30, 102). In the 

painting of the eighteenth maqāmāh in C-23 St. Petersburg (page 116) (figure 103), 

the painter illustrates small flowering bushes on the sides of the painting, which 

serve to decorate the painting. The climbing plant around the branch of the tree (fol. 

11v) in the manuscript of Maqāmāt al-Ḥarīrī (BnF 5847) and in its spiral form 

indicates its decorative role. In the manuscript of Maqāmāt al-Ḥarīrī (BnF 6094), the 

trees covering a wide area of the painting act as an ornamental component for the 

scene (fol. 75v) (figure 30).  

 

5.5  Compositional element 
 

5.5.1    Dividing Scenes to represent simultaneous activities 

 The first role of the representation of nature in paintings is its role in dividing 

scenes to represent simultaneous activities.  In Kitāb al-Diryāq (BnF 2964), the 

painting of Andromachus the Younger learns of the efficacy of snake-tainted wine as 

a cure for elephantiasis (page 30) (figure 40) contains two super imposed registers 

that are divided by the soil of the fields. In the painting relative to Andromachus the 

Elder’s learning of the efficacy of laurel berries as an antidote to snakebite (page 15) 

(figure 34) representation embodies different parts of the narrative in a single figure. 

Andromachus is shown squatting, holding the snake and at the same time grasping a 

laurel branch to his head. While on his horse and with a hunting dog, Andromachus 

approaches the youth from the left while raising his hand as a gesture of speech. 

Thus, the laurel berry tree and the plants work in organizing the scene spatially to 

represent simultaneous events.  

In the frontispiece of volume IV of Kitāb al-Aghānī (Dār al-Kutub, Adab 579) 

(figure 100), the grass line with colored flowers is used to divide the upper and lower 

scenes of the painting. The lower band shows an illustration of five females playing 

music simultaneously with the enthronement scene in the upper part. The tree in the 

manuscript of Materia Medica Aya Sofya 3703 (Cleveland Museum-1977.91.b) 
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(figure 77) also occupies such a function of separating two simultaneous activities 

for the preparation of the cough syrup, where one attendant is mixing the syrup over 

a stove and the other attendants are preparing the pharmaceutical for use. Also, in the 

folio from Materia Medica (Freer Gallery of Art-F1932.22verso)(figure 14), the tree 

divides the scene into two simultaneous activities: the doctor and the ill man from 

the left side are conversing and from the right side the attendant is preparing the 

medicine from the flower of the wild vine. In the representation of the fourth 

maqāmāh in C-23 St. Petersburg (page 22) (figure 46), the painter creates several 

bands of hills, which act as dividers to place the characters within, showcasing their 

various activities simultaneously. This is also true for the twelfth maqāmāh 

illustration in C-23 St. Petersburg (page 72) (figure 104), where the different 

groundlines and hill formations create multiple instances of simultaneous scenes 

showing encampment activities. In the thirteenth maqāmāh C-23 St. Petersburg 

(page 79) (figure 88), we may also notice the use of the hill’s ground line covered 

with grass as a compositional element. This creates a horizontal division for the 

scene between Abū Zayd who is wearing like a beggar woman with his children 

from the companions he is addressing in the background. In the eighteenth maqāmāh 

C-23 St. Petersburg (page 116) (figure 103), we notice the use of the hills to create 

two sections each illustrating different activities happening at the same time. 

Similarly, the painting of the thirty first maqāmāh (page 211) (figure 105) from C-23 

St. Petersburg where the illustration is divided by the mountain and the terrain 

covered with grass next to it into two sections, each illustrating a set of the 

companions on camels. The fourteenth maqāmāh’s illustration in C-23 St. Petersburg 

(page 85) (figure 16), the grassy groundline acts as a divider between the two scenes 

each representing a different activity in the story. The scene is divided into two 

sections by a strip of green, which is meant to denote the ground on which the two 

upper tents are resting. Although majorly damaged, we can also see the same use of 

the grass strip as a compositional element in the illustration of the forty fourth 

maqāmāh in C-23 St. Petersburg (page 298) (figure 106). The illustration of the same 

maqāmāh in BnF 5847’s (fol. 140r) (figure 107) shows a hill which helps divide the 
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scene in various activities shown to happen simultaneously, where the cooking on 

the stove takes place in the background and the slaughtering in the foreground.  

 

5.5.2     Organizing the scene spatially  

 A second function of the representation of nature as a compositional element is 

its role in organizing the scene spatially. In the manuscript of Kalila wa Dimna (BnF 

3465), the use of a central tree with two other trees on the sides create an organizing 

device according to which the characters are situated (fol. 32v, 48r, 52r) (figures 10, 

11, 13). Likewise, this applies to the Vienna copy of Kitāb al-Diryāq (fol. 4v, 9r, 19r) 

(figures 36, 38, and 43). In the Paris copy of Kitāb al-Diryāq (BnF 2964), 

Ettinghausen finds that the paintings possess an “inclination of stringing together 

isolated element”, which he states is reinforced “by placing a plant or other dividing 

motifs to separate the groups”. 97 In the manuscript of Kitāb Na’t al-Ḥayawān (Or. 

2784), the central tree organizes the painting spatially while being a separator 

between the ram and ewe (kabsh wa-naʿja) (fol. 112r) (figure 108), the billy-goat and 

the [she]goat (tays wa- ʿanza) (fol. 113r)(figure 109), as well as between the bustard 

and the falcon (al-ḥubārā wa qad dharaqa ‘alā bāzī) (fol. 229r)(figure 110). The 

illustrations of the third maqāmāh in C-23 St. Petersburg (page 17) (figures 6) 

comprise of a pool with an elliptical form around which the painter positioned the 

seated men. In a similar way of composition, the ring of vegetation creates a spatial 

organization for the characters in the painting of the seventeenth maqāmāh of C-23 

St. Petersburg (page 105) (figure 111). In the illustration of the tenth maqāmāh in C-

23 St. Petersburg (page 59) (figure 112), the trees participate in organizing the space 

of the painting and in positioning the characters. Under the two leaning trees are two 

groups of people where in the center is Abū Zayd and al-Ḥarith. The representation 

of the hills in the painting of the thirteenth maqāmāh in C-23 St. Petersburg (page 

79) (figure 88) plays a role in organizing the scene spatially, where al-Ḥārith and his 

companions are placed in the upper register and Abū Zayd and the children are 

placed on the lower register. The representation of the mountains in the forty fourth 

                                                           
97 Ettinghausen, Richard. Arab painting. Geneva, Skira. (1962):78-79. 
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maqāmāh in C-23 St. Petersburg (page 296) (figure 113) creates an organization for 

the characters of the scene, where the painter places them according to the form of 

the mountain.  

Furthermore, the hill in the illustration of the fourth maqāmāh in the Paris copy 

BnF 5847 (fol. 9v) (figure 45) helps in the positioning of the scene, where the 

characters and camels are situated above and around the hill. In the illustrations of 

the thirty first maqāmāh (fol. 9r) (figure 114) and forty third maqāmāh (fol. 134r) 

(figure 51) in BnF 5847, the positioning of the characters with respect to the 

mountain shows its role in the composition. The mountain’s role is also seen through 

it adding an illusion of depth to the painting through the organization of the 

characters with respect to it. The three bushes represented in page 133 (figure 115) of 

C-23 St. Petersburg of the twenty first maqāmāh organize the painting spatially into 

two parts: one dedicated for the Al-Ḥarith and his two friends and one for Abu Zayd. 

Similarly, the illustration of the thirty sixth maqāmāh in C-23 St. Petersburg (page 

254) (figure 116) contains three small plants on the grassy groundline, which 

organize the painting spatially. The painting has a space for Abū Zaid and his son on 

the left, separated by a small plant with Al-Ḥarith on the right. As mentioned 

previously for the twenty fifth maqāmāh in of C-23 St. Petersburg (page 163) (figure 

89), choosing the rock on which Abū Zayd is seated to be in the center of the 

painting allowed for a grouping of the other characters on each side, creating a hint 

of Abū Zayd being the center around which the people are gathered to provide him 

with clothes. The mountain which creates two sections in the illustration of the thirty 

first maqāmāh in C-23 St. Petersburg (page 208) (figure 49) creates a spatial 

organization of the characters, where the caravan is split into two parts, upper and 

lower. The hill in the illustration of the forty seventh maqāmāh’s in BnF 5847 (fol. 

155v) (figure 9) allows the laying out of a massive number of spectators around the 

cupper to organize the scene spatially. Furthermore, the tree in the illustration of the 

thirteenth maqāmāh from BnF 6094 (fol. 40r) (figure 87) organizes the location of 

the characters, where Abu Zayd and his two kids are on one side and coming forth, 

and the other side has the crowd with al-Ḥārith seated. As for the painting of the 

thirty first maqāmāh in BnF 6094 (fol. 103v) (figure 48), the representation of the 
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hill succeeds in organizing the scene spatially, where Abū Zayd is placed on the 

mountain and the crowd is on the other side looking at him.  

 

5.5.3     Role in framing the painting 

 Another function for the representation of nature is its role in framing the 

painting. The artists manipulate the elements of nature, like the trunks of the trees, in 

order to create a frame for the represented activities, figures or animals. It is through 

this device of framing that the artists control the viewer’s gaze and define the 

boundaries of their painting. In Materia Medica (Aya Sofya 3703), the trees used in 

the paintings of the water milling of lead ore (Louvre- K 3425 recto) (figure 76), 

physician preparing an elixir (MET-13.152.6) (figure 15), two men obtaining clay 

for medicinal use (Smithsonian-F1932.21verso) (figure 32) and two doctors 

preparing medicine (Walters-W.675a) (figure 78) are creating a frame for the 

painting while denoting the natural setting. Additionally, the earthen mounds on the 

sides of the painting with the trees of the painting of a ferry crossing the Gagos river 

(David Museum- 5 -1997recto) (figure 31) create a framing for the river’s water and 

the whole painting. In Kitāb Na’t al-r and  of the painting of mound3v)v), the painter 

situates under each tree is a representation of a167r and 232r (figure 33 and 117). 

Kitāb al-Baytara includes multiple examples in which the plants frame the painting, 

as in the copy of Khalil Agha F8, pp. 81-82 (figure 118). Also, earthen mounds on 

the sides of the water body frame the painting of the horse from both ends (figure 

118). Most paintings have a singular plant to frame the painting from one side, as in 

the painting of the horse extended over two folios (Ahmet III 2115), fols. 134v-135r 

(figure 120) as well as other examples from the same manuscript.  In Kitāb al-

Aghāni’s frontispiece of Ms. Adab 579 volume II (figure 121), the right section of 

the lower band includes two bending plants with flowers that frame the two seated 

women. In Kitāb al-Diryāq (BnF 2964), the illustration of the enslaved man bitten by 

a snake at the palace has two framing trees on the sides (page 33, figure 42). 

Similarly, the painting in page 55 (figure 66) shows a field with the asphaltum plant 

and a black bull and a body of water, where the pharmaceutical plant is set on the 

sides and bends inwards towards the bull creating a frame. The Vienna version of 
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Kitāb al-Diryāq has more examples of trees as framing devices for the paintings, like 

those of fols.4v, 9r, 29v (figures 36, 38, 122). The paintings in the manuscript of 

Kalīla wa Dimna (BnF 3465) also illustrate abundant examples of trees used as 

framing elements such as those in folios. 46r, 48r, 49v, 52r, 86r (figures 58, 11, 12, 

13 and 27 respectively). Other examples include earthen mounds that function as 

framing devices, like those in fol. 33r, 45v, 57r (figures 56, 63, 123), which are 

sometimes combined with trees (87v, 112v) (figures 59 and 124). In the 

representation of the thirteenth (pages 79) (figure 88) and the forty third (page 286) 

(figure 23) maqāmāhs in C-23 St. Petersburg, the painter sets two trees to frame the 

scene from the sides. Similarly, in the BnF 5847 copy of the Maqāmāt, al-Wāsiti 

uses trees to frame the paintings. This can be noted in the fourth maqāmāh (fols. 10) 

(figure 125), thirty seventh maqāmāh (fol. 117v) (figure 126). In the copy of the 

Maqāmāt of BnF 6094, the illustration of the fourth maqāmāh (fol. 13r) (figure 97) 

has two trees that also act as a framing element for the painting. In the double page 

illustration for the fourteenth maqāmāh (fols. 38r and 37v) (figure 17), with the tent 

on the left folio, the tree with its leaning towards the left provides a side frame for 

the double folio painting, as well as balance for the composition. The representation 

of the eighteenth maqāmāh (page 116) (figure 103) in C-23 St. Petersburg has small 

flowering bushes on the sides framing the top section of the painting. Similarly, the 

side plants in the painting of the thirty third maqāmāh in C-23 St. Petersburg (page 

229) (figure 22), fiftieth maqāmāh (fol. 348) (figure 127) frame the scene of Abū 

Zayd and al-Ḥarith conversing. The rock like formations in the illustration of the 

twenty second maqāmāh in C-23 St. Petersburg (page 135) (figure 53) and the thirty 

ninth maqāmāh (page 260) (figure 55) frame the river and sea respectively as well as 

the whole scene.  

 

5.6 Space fillers  
 Nature elements can act as space fillers in almost all manuscripts, especially 

when referring to small plants that are illustrated on the ground line. This is what 

Schneider also declares in the illustration of Andromachus the Younger learns of the 
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efficacy of snake-tainted wine as a cure for elephantiasis from Kitāb al-Diryāq (BnF 

2964) (page. 30) (figure 40), and which can also be noted for Tulunus discovers an 

antidote (page. 31) (figure 39), where the tall and slender plants fill the spaces 

between the figures. The paintings of the same passage of the Vienna Diryāq, (fol. 

17v and fol. 9r) (figures 41 and 38) respectively show how trees and plants similarly 

act as space fillers between the characters of the painting. Furthermore, the use of 

birds in the BnF 2964 acts as a space filler, where it is noticed in the painting of 

Andromachus the Elder learning of the efficacy of laurel berries as an antidote to 

snakebite (page 15) (figure 34), there is a representation of five birds that are located 

in the gaps of the painting. Similarly, in the Vienna version, fols. 9r and 22v (figures 

38 and 128) show birds that are filling the empty spaces between the trees, sky and 

the heads of the figures. This function for nature elements can also be noted in the 

frontispiece of the Vienna Kitāb al-Diryāq (figure 3), in which plants and birds 

occupy the empty spaces between the figures as in the upper and lower registers. In 

these examples, it is notable that the plants used as space fillers occupy the ground 

level as well as upper sections of the illustration. In the frontispiece of volume II of 

Kitāb al-Aghānī Dar al-Kutub Ms. Adab 579 (figure 121), the upper register shows 

the use of trees in addition to long plants that span to the height of the figures as 

fillers for the spaces. In volume IV’s lower band (figure 100), three flowers with 

their leaves and stems are placed within the empty spaces between the heads of the 

female musicians. On the contrary, the rest of the manuscripts have plants of a 

shorter height and that are only placed on the ground line. Kitāb Na’t al-Ḥayawān 

(fol.113v, 196 v, 234r) (figures 109, 129, 130) has small plants and shrubs situated 

between the legs of the animals in a rather well studied manner.  Kitāb al-Baytara 

similarly uses flowering and non-flowering plants as space fillers along the grassy 

groundline. One can notice how they are located cautiously and without being 

covered, between the legs of the horse and its trainer, as well as in the space in 

between the two, as in Ahmet III, 2115, fol. 58r (figure 131) and Ms. Khalil Agha 8, 

fol. 110 (figure 132). The Maqāmāt BnF 5847 has abundant examples of such a use 

for plants, as in fol. 3v (figure 44) in which the leaves of grass are slightly more 

extended at several instances to create elements that fill the empty spots on the 
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ground line between characters. Such an intricate detailing is also evident in the 

treatment of the grass in the voids between the legs of the table. Other examples 

include 37v, 57r, 138r (figures 17, 123, 91) which use different types of shrubs, grass 

and thistles to fill the voids along the ground line. The manuscript of Materia Medica 

(Aya Sofya 3703) holds one example (Smithsonian-F1953.91recto) (figure 2), which 

is the outdoor scene with a mad dog biting a man, where the grass bushes are set 

strategically between the two figures and between the trees and the feet of the dog.  

To conclude, this chapter has noted the different functions occupied by the 

representations of natural elements. This has been studied in light of the manuscript’s 

subject, the overall painting configuration and after the study of the text’s relation to 

nature or natural elements when applicable. Such an extensive study presents a novel 

area of study for the manuscripts of this period. The preceding analysis has shown 

that regardless of the scientific or literary genre of the manuscripts studied, the 

functions of the representations of nature deduced are based upon various similarities 

within the paintings. This is in turn a reinforcement of the stylistic milieu that 

governs the paintings and which relates to the influences these paintings are affected 

by. Yet, on a closer examination, the logic behind the use and location of nature 

elements is influenced by style but is adapted to Arabic models, thus holding 

alternate functionalities for the representations of nature. Additionally, it has been 

deduced that several elements occupy more than one function at the same time. For 

instance, the trees and plants, which according to its relative manuscript and 

painting, havw a range of functions including acting as a background, compositional 

element, frame, or as space fillers as well as bearing an ornamental role. Another 

example is that of the functions of the bird representations, which are a space filler in 

Kitāb al-Diryāq, a decorative element when on trees as in Materia Medica, Kalīla wa 

Dimna and Maqāmāt BnF 5847, and symbolic in the St. Petersburg Maqāmāt.  
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CHAPTER SIX 

COMPOSITIONAL AND STYLISTIC ANALYSIS 

OF THE REPRESENTATION OF NATURE AND 

ITS ELEMENTS 
 

 In this chapter, the representations of nature will be stylistically analyzed in the 

paintings of the manuscripts under study. This analysis aims at classifying the 

different components of the nature elements used in the manuscripts, in an attempt to 

establish a more coherent understanding of the representations used. 

 

6.1 Composition 
 Although we have established the anthropocentric approach of the paintings and 

the secondary status of the natural settings, this part explores one of the main 

characteristics of the represented natural elements which is their active participation 

in the painting’s composition. In certain manuscripts such as Kalīla wa Dimna (BnF 

3465), there exist a clear underlying functionality behind the use of repeating 

compositions, as it maintains the fable’s illustrative program as well as the 

immersion of the reader into the world of the painting. In the case of Kitāb Na’t al-

Ḥayawān, it creates a generic model into which different animals can be inserted, 

making the animal as the added variant versus a consistent set of natural contexts. 

 Nevertheless, there are nine identifiable recurrent types of compositions created 

by natural elements which span across the paintings from different manuscripts of 

the period. Edgar Payne99, in his book entitled “Composition of Outdoor Painting” 

has eloquently written about the principal forms of composition in landscape 

                                                           
99 Payne, Edgar A. Composition of Outdoor Painting. Minneapolis, MN: Payne Studios. (1985): 105-128.  
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paintings (figure 133). Although Payne bases his study on Henry R. Poore’s100 main 

forms of arrangement for Western landscape painting, incorporating such a reference 

in our study allows us to sense some relevant compositional forms molded through 

natural elements in our manuscripts. This analysis allows a wider understanding of 

the various basic compositions which underlie the painting construction, depending 

on the natural elements used. It is to be noted that the following discourse is an 

observation on various compositions, where one may observe that there are several 

compositional schemes which may be related to the intuition of the artists. The 

composition types include: the group mass, rectangular, balanced scales, S or 

compound curve, triangle, O or circular, tripartite and central.  

 

6.1.1 Group mass 

 In this composition form, a focal cluster of considerable size is used as a main 

compositional element. In the Maqāmāt BnF 5847, fol. 134r, the hill (figure 134) is 

set to be the chief element, according to which al-Ḥārith and Abū-Zayd are situated 

and camels are placed. A similar form of a hill creates the setting for an encampment 

site, in Maqāmāt St. Petersburg S-23, (No. 89, p. 296) (fig 135), where although it 

shows to be formed of successive layers, it is meant to create a mass which forms the 

composition of the natural setting. Trees are also used in this composition form, 

where in Kitāb Na’t al-Ḥayawān (Or. 2784), fol. 61r (figure 136) shows the mass 

against which the grasshoppers are depicted.  Such a grouping of the mass applied 

through hills and trees creates stability in the structure of the painting and the 

compactness calls for attention on the illustrated scene.  

6.1.2 Rectangular 

 The rectangular or L shaped compositions are created through a vertical natural 

element and a horizontal ground line. This composition form is noted in Maqāmāt al-

Ḥārirī -St. Petersburg C-23, No. 4, page. 20 (fig.137), Maqāmāt al-Hāriri- BnF 5847, 

fol. 35r (fig. 138) where the tree is the vertical element intersecting with the 

                                                           
100 Poore, Henry Rankin. Pictorial Composition and the Critical Judgment of Pictures; a Handbook for 
Students and Lovers of Art. New York, The Baker & Taylor co. 1903. 
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horizontal ground line. In St. Petersburg C-23, No. 84, page. 285 (fig. 139) and - 

Maqāmāt al-Ḥarīrī BnF 6094, fol. 103v (fig. 140), the high slender hill and the 

massive rock on which al-Ḥārith is depicted respectively create with the ground’s 

horizontal line the L shaped composition. The static horizontal and vertical lines 

present in this kind of composition generate the feeling of stillness. A variant to this 

composition is the use of an inward-curving vertical tree that forms with the ground 

line the compositional form. This can be recorded, for example, in - Kalīla wa Dimna 

BnF 3465, fol. 97r (figure 141) and fol. 71v (figure 142), as well as in Kitāb Na’t al-

Ḥayawān Or. 2784, fol. 163v (figure 143) and fol. 206v (figure 144), where the latter 

has a representation of a water pond instead of a simple ground line. This 

composition with the curving tree creates a sense of directionality to emphasize on 

the represented event.  

6.1.3 Balanced scales 

 This compositional style is highly appreciated and rooted in the practice of the 

artists of our Arab paintings. In the Materia Medica painting of a ferry crossing the 

Gagos river (David Museum - 5 -1997 recto) (figure 145), we see the use of the 

bulging of the earth on the sides of the painting, which are topped with two similar 

trees to maintain the balance. In the folio at the MET Museum of a Physician 

Preparing an Elixir (13.152.6), the two trees as well create a balanced composition 

while curving inwards towards the illustration of the physician (figure 146). 

Moreover, in Kitāb Na’t al-Ḥayawān (Or. 2784), in fol. 190r (figure 147) we can 

notice the similar use of trees with small grass bunches at the foot of the trunks, 

creating a balanced scale composition that highlights the central figure of the 

hare.Kitāb al-Bayṭara Ahmed III 2115 also shows the use of two balancing rock or 

earth formations that are on the sides of the water body (figure 148). The artist in 

Kitāb al-Diryāq, (BnF 2964), page 33 uses two identical and slender trees on the side 

of the pavilion, thus achieving the compositional balance and denoting the outdoor 

garden (figure 149). In the paintings of Kalīla wa Dimna BnF 3465, fol. 43v shows 

the use of the same natural elements of the double drop shaped tree, two flowering 

plants and earthen bumps that all together reinforce the balanced scale composition, 

creating a harmonious symmetry and balance (figure 150). In fol. 99v, the two 
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bending trees with the reciprocated and beveled grass cover attain a balance for the 

composition (figure 151). In the Maqāmāt al-Ḥārirī -St. Petersburg C-23, the two 

side bushes in No. 73, page. 238 (figure 152), the two inward- bending trees in No. 

74, page. 240 (figure 153) as well as the earthen mounds depicted from each side of 

the river No. 79, page. 260 (figure 154) succeed in creating a balanced composition. 

In a similar manner, the trees, this time converging outward, in Maqāmāt al-Hāriri- 

BnF 5847, fol. 46v (figure 155) create a balanced form, where al-Ḥārith is depicted 

in-between the trees and his companions beneath them.  

6.1.4 S or compound curve 

 This type of compositional form is only present in the Maqāmāt al-Ḥārirī of St. 

Petersburg C-23 and BnF 5847, in examples like No. 5, page. 22 (figure 156) and 

fol. 138r (figure 157). The illustration of the hills creates a path which imitates the 

creation of several spatial planes and attempts at showing several events happening 

simultaneously. The depicted curving lines forming the hills suggest movement and 

allow the eye to follow the created relation between the parts of the illustration. 

While the paintings of this period are known for their single plane illustrations and 

flatness, these compositions through the delineation of the hills provide a one further 

exploration in representing space, but nevertheless stay grounded in two 

dimensionality.  

6.1.5 Triangle 

 The triangular form links three natural elements to create a stable composition. It 

also relates to the eye’s pathway when looking at the painting, in which the three 

elements create a visual connection. This composition is spotted in Kitāb al-Diryāq, 

Vienna A.F. 10, fol. 29v (figure 158) as well as in Maqāmāt al-Ḥarīrī BnF 6094, fol. 

13r (figure 159), where the two trees on the sides with the arc denoting the sky create 

a pyramidal visual structure, after which the characters are situated.  

6.1.6 O or circular 

 The circular form of composition is a method that offers unity to the arrangement 

of the painting. This composition is shown in the Maqāmāt al-Ḥārirī -St. Petersburg 

C-23, No. 2, page. 17 (figure 160) and No. 37, page. 105 (figure 161), where the 
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circular form is shown as an ellipse mimicking perspective. Thus, the water pond and 

the grass create a circle around which the seated figures are circumscribed. The eye 

travels around the circular natural element around which are the main attraction of 

the painting. Similarly, the painting in BnF 5847, fol. 69v shows a water pond in an 

ellipse form around which the characters are placed, creating a focal point for the 

composition and situation of painting elements (figure 162). In addition, the painting 

in Maqāmāt al-Hāriri- BnF 5847, fol. 9v (figure 163) depicts the companions 

sleeping on a hill which is created by an ovoid form that creates two upper and lower 

levels for representation.    

6.1.7 Tripartite  

 The tripartite composition is set mainly through the use of three vertical trees, 

which create a framework that guides the placement of the elements of the painting. 

In Maqāmāt al-Ḥarīrī BnF 6094, fol. 75v (figure 164), it is seen ho under each  of the 

three depicted trees, one of the figures is seated to match the tripartite division. In 

Kalīla wa Dimna BnF 3465, fol. 48r (figure 165) and fol. 71r (figure 166), in 

between the three trees Kalīla wa Dimna and tow figures are respectively situated. In 

Kitāb al-Diryāq, Vienna A.F. 10, folios 4v and 9r (figures 167 and 168), the tripartite 

composition divides the paintings into zones into which one character is depicted.  

6.1.8 Central 

 The singular natural element is one of the simplest and most easily created 

compositions. For example, it is seen through the central tree of Materia Medica’s 

painting (figure 169) of the preparation of the cough syrup (Cleveland Museum 

1977.91.b_o2) under which two activities of attendants take place simultaneously. 

The Kalīla wa Dimna BnF 3465, fol. 94v (figure 170) uses such a composition in 

showing the story of the owls and the crows, where the tree splits them by group. 

Similarly, fol. 126v (figure 171) shows Kalīla and the lion split by the axis of the 

tree. In the Maqāmāt BnF 5847, fol. 130r (figure 172), a similar approach is used, 

whereby Abu Zayd and al-Ḥārith are shown facing each other and conversing with 

the tree in the center. In the copy of BnF 6094, fol. 126r, the tree creates a double 

arcade that creates a canopy-like structure under which the figures are seated (figure 

173). The St. Petersburg C-23, No. 50, page. 163 (figure 174) shows the use of the 
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rock as a central compositional element, where the figures are split into the two sides 

of the rock, on which Abu Zayd is seated. Kitāb Na’t al-Ḥayawān Or. 2784, fol. 21v 

and fol. 22r (figures 175 and 176) use the tree as a vertical axis of symmetry, where 

the animals depicted are shown in reflection against the vertical tree, creating a 

harmonious and well balanced composition.  

 

6.2 Stylistic Analysis  
 

 This part will identify the different forms of natural elements illustrated in the 

manuscripts. Such an analysis shows that the paintings of nature in the manuscripts 

under study have developed under a number of standardized styles and a common 

artistic repertoire which occurs throughout the different manuscripts. The study 

incorporates the following elements: the ground line, water bodies, tree crowns, 

plants, flowers and fruits, leaf forms, trunks, rocks and hills, and animals. This 

allows us to re-emphasize the common stylistic milieu that created such elements of 

nature which was rarely studied in a systematic way as will be done. 

 

6.2.1 Ground line 

 The first and most basic element shared by the paintings is the ground line. 

Variations occur here fairly often in the degree of elaboration but the most common 

system includes a grassy line. It ranges from a generic band of pure grass, to a grass 

with an assemblage of shrubs and plants, and rarely a bumpy mountainous terrain 

(sketch 127and 128) or a mix of both (sketch 7). The representation of the grass can 

nevertheless take formations of different repetitive patterns. Scalloped and slanted 

bulbous open curves are used in Vienna Diryāq, Kalila wa Dimna, Maqāmāt BnF 

6094, BnF 5847 and St. Petersburg as well as in the frontispiece of volume IV Kitab 

al-Aghānī (sketches 2, 3, 4, 7, 8, 70, 17). This similar representation may be created 

from leaf like forms (sketch 57). A variation in Kitāb Na’t al-Ḥayawān uses 

horizontally arranged leaf forms (sketch 78), also used in Materia Medica folio at the 
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David Museum (sketch 33) and Kitāb Na’t al-Ḥayawān (sketch 22).  Another way of 

representation of the grass groundline, and only used in Kalila wa Dimna is the 

pattern of slender and bending forms set against a fill of a degradation of green 

colors (sketch 5 and 6). In the Paris Diryāq, the painter uses short curved and scroll 

lines for the pattern (sketch 1). A third form for the representation of grass is the 

parallel hatch of single diagonal lines, applied in Maqāmāt BnF 5847, Kitab Na’t al-

Ḥayawān, Kitāb al-Bayṭara paintings and a folio from the Materia Medica (sketch 

10, 14, 15, 16, 18).  The St. Petersburg Maqāmāt shows a further variation in the 

representation of the grass line. One depicts a pattern of slanted sharp end leaf forms 

with toothed sides as in St. Petersburg Maqāmāt (sketch 12), and the other uses a 

repetition of scalloped cloud like semi-circles (sketch 13). In the Maqāmāt BnF 5847 

fol. 51 r (sketch 11), the whole groundline is created from bunches of foliage, which 

are more dynamic and include long and slender teethed leaves.  

With such a variety in the representation of the basic groundline, one feature is 

frequently used. Note the use of small flowers that are shaped like lilies or drops, that 

are evenly spaced along the grass cover, either fully embedded in within the 

thickness of the grass or left partly protruding. Such a detail is recurrent in more than 

one manuscript, such as Paris and Vienna Diryāq (sketches 1 and 2), as well as in 

BnF 3465 Kalīla wa Dimna (sketches 4, 5, 6, 7) where they are embedded. In the 

Maqāmāt BnF 6094, these small flowers are shown with a leafy stem of the same 

height of the grass, with the flower protruding above the grass (sketch 8). In the case 

of the Aghānī paintings, volume IV (sketch 17) shows the use of a bigger variation 

of circular, and stylized tulip like flowers embedded in the grass, as well as trefoils 

and drop shaped elements that are protruding. The basic horizontal ground line 

develops in other instances into a shallow hill which is left bare in Materia Medica’s 

folio In Boston Museum (sketch 19), and is created by a pattern of leaf forms in 

Kitab Na’t al-Ḥayawān (sketch 21). In the Materia Medica’s painting at the 

Smithsonian (sketch 20), the ground is shown in cross section with two bumps on the 

sides that slope into the flat groundline, a representation that responds to the 

extraction of clay. Such a representation of the earth in cross section is in fact a 
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recurrent stylistic inclination, which is also seen in conjunction with the depiction of 

water bodies in Kitāb Na’t al-Ḥayawān (sketch 22 and 23).  

 

6.2.2 Water Bodies 

 The representation of water uses a set of stylized forms, which also have 

different variations of patterns. In the Kitāb Na’t al-Ḥayawān the water is 

represented with continuous large wavy lines (sketch 22) within the semielliptical 

water body bounded by an earth mound from above and grass groundline from 

below. Such a pattern is also used in Kalīla wa Dimna (sketch 26 and 27), where the 

sinuous waves are shallower, and even of a lower amplitude and less definition in 

Materia Medica (sketch 33). Another denotation of a water body is the use of 

alternating drop forms as in Kitāb Na’t al-Ḥayawān (sketch 23) placed within the 

borders of the semielliptical water body. Such a drop form is also utilized in the St. 

Petersburg Maqāmāt (sketch 31) bounded by two earthen mounds and with a shallow 

sinuous top. A similar form used in the same direction set back-to-back is used in the 

BnF 5847 Maqāmāt representing the Gagos River, where the surface of the water is 

nevertheless scalloped from above and bordered with grass from the other sides. 

Moreover, the frontispiece of the XX volume of Kitāb al-Aghānī (sketch 24) uses a 

random pattern continuous bumpy curving lines of varied forms. In the BnF 5847 

Maqāmāt, the river is represented by various curved forms as well, which follow no 

specific pattern (sketch 28). In the St. Petersburg Maqāmāt, an elliptical pond around 

which the companions gather uses continuous sinuous waves that change in form as 

they are offsetted (sketch 30). Another representation in the same manuscript 

however uses vertically offsetted semicircular curves with a shallow wavy surface 

(sketch 32). The Paris Kitāb al-Diryāq represents the water through a sinuous surface 

as well, but rather with scroll forms and short curved lines (sketch 25).  

6.2.3 Tree Crowns  

 The trees used encompass a wide range of crown forms. In sketch 34, the tree has 

an almond shaped crown with a zigzag pattern and adorned with stylized foliage with 

scrolls. A similar tree but with double almond forms adorned with flowers is also 
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used as in sketch 37. In fact, such an almond shaped tree crown is also used in an 

upright position, formed of three bands, where the outer one includes leaves 

alternated with circular forms (sketch 42). Such an almond shaped crown also 

appears in fol. 87v (sketch 45), where it is formed of an outer band of polylobed 

flowers alternated within compacted leaves, with an inner vegetal motif of fan like 

assemblage of red, blue and light brown colored leaf like forms.  The almond shaped 

tree crown is also used in a similar approach in the Paris Diryāq (sketch 49), where it 

has a subtle jagged outline and is adorned with a multilobed foliage around a central 

almond shape. In the Vienna Diryāq, this type of tree is left bear with no decoration, 

in a sense similar to that in the Aghānī’s frontispiece of the second volume, which 

has a more slender and conical form (sketch 53). Another conical tree in the same 

folio is formed by a patterned assembly of crimson, green and gold leaves (sketch 

52). The St. Peterburg Maqāmāt which uses a similar system of leaves pattern for the 

crown (sketch 71) but with rather leaves bearing hues of dark to yellowish green. 

The Materia Medica (sketch 77) uses such leaf pattern on the exterior band of its 

almond shaped tree, with an interior almond shape decorated by three central circular 

forms and a band of smaller circles. In Kitāb Na’t al-Ḥayawān, such an interior 

almond form centralized within the tree’s crown is also used, where it features an 

adornment of analogous circular patterns (sketch 81) and a single line vegetal motif. 

Such central elements are colored with gold in the Na’t, and in crimson in Materia 

Medica and Maqāmāt BnF 5847 (sketch 56) and of a greyish- brown color (sketch 

55).  In the Maqāmāt BnF 5847, two slender almond shaped crowns of trees are 

used, with a similar use of central almond shape around which the leaves are stylized 

ribbed with curves of circular endings. In a rather more ovoidal crown, the tree in 

BnF 5847 fol. 11v (sketch 57) is textured with a light herringbone pattern. Moreover, 

in fol. 86r of Kalīla wa Dimna, a more bulged and horizontally bulged crown is used 

(sketch 44), where it is decorated with leaves and flowers across a trellis pattern. 

With a tripartite crown, the tree in fol. 95v of Kalīla wa Dimna also uses the central 

almond shape, with an addition of two symmetrical leaf like forms (sketch 46). 

Another variation in Kalīla wa Dimna is a more spherical form with a pointed tip, 

adorned with a central crimson almond form, around which another six green, blue 
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and light brown leaf like elements are assembled. Thus, we may notice the variations 

created from a single almond shaped crown, and the richness of the imaginations of 

the painters. Other tree forms are created of intertwined branches occupied with 

leaves of various density. The Kalila wa Dimna and Maqāmāt BnF 6094 have trees 

made of branches that either fold inwards (sketch 41, 44) or outwards (sketch 68). 

The Paris Diryāq illustrates a columnar tree (sketch 47), while the Materia Medica 

shows (sketch 73) a tree with six gigantic leaves. The trees of the Maqāmāt BnF 

5847 (sketch 54), Maqāmāt of St. Petersburg (sketch 72) Materia Medica (sketch 76) 

and Na’t (sketches 78, 79) show an oblique treatment for the tree’s canopy, where 

the branches extend towards one side.  

6.2.4 Plants, flowers and fruits 

 The plants used vary in sizes and shape, as well as in their abundance of leaves 

and flowering heads. One of the noted types which is used for adorning trees is the 

climber plant, which is used on the stems in Kalīla wa Dimna (sketch 34, 40, 43, 45) 

and appears in the Maqāmāt BnF 5847 (sketch 57), where it wraps around the trunk 

in a conical form with its small sized leaves. Other plants are set along the ground 

line, and are formation of bunches of grass or generic assemblages of leaves as in 

Kitāb Na’t al-Ḥayawān (sketches 14, 80, 107). In Kitāb al-Bayṭara similar clusters 

are used but with additional flowers sprouting from a stem (sketches 15 and 16). The 

stylized rendition of the trees and flowers allows the creation of a spectrum of 

variations in flowers adorning the trees and plants. Sketches 82-122 is a 

demonstration of such a variety. The fruits of the trees are unidentifiable, except for 

the case of Kalīla wa Dimna, where the fruit resembles a pomegranate (sketch 41 and 

112). Another identifiable tree is the palm tree, noticed in the Maqāmāt bearing fruits 

BnF 5847 fol. 138r (sketch 59). The plants of the Paris Diryāq have almond shaped 

adornments on their tip, (sketches 88 and 89) which is also used in Vienna Diryāq 

(sketch 90). Such an almond shaped foliage can have many additions and variations, 

where sketch 35 shows the use of a three-lobe vegetal motif for the flower, as a tulip 

like form with a protruding almond shape in the center with variations shown in 

sketches 110, 111, 118, 119, 120, 121, 122. Highly stylized fruits or flowers are 

used, like a peanut shell form (sketch 115) and an elliptical shape with protruding 
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hair like elements (sketch 116). Another stylized flower is of a funnel form (sketches 

96, 108 and 117). The flower in fol. 143 r of BnF 5847 shows a zigzag topped funnel 

like flower, which may be a stylization of thistle plants (sketch 102). Another form is 

represented as a convex cap with a scalloped edges and lines (sketch 113). Generic 

polylobed flowers are also used (sketches 94 and 97). The Maqāmāt of St. Petersburg 

shows a great attention to drawing the sepal of the blossom that holds the flower with 

the stem (sketches 105 and 106). In addition, this manuscript shows the use of 

tongue like and thorny leaves (sketch 104, 106) of which are used with some 

variations in Maqāmāt BnF 5847 (sketch 102 and 103). An additional form 

resembling flowers or fruits is of a circular type. It is present in the Vienna Diryāq 

(sketch 91), also seen in the Maqāmāt BnF 5847 (sketches 62, 64, 66 and 100), 

Materia Medica (sketches 77 and 78), in the Aghānī’s frontispiece (sketch 82) and in 

Kitāb al-Bayṭara (sketch 109) in a larger plant.  

6.2.5 Leaf Forms 

 The leaf forms are stylized and generic, and are shared across the various types 

of trees and small plants. At least eight forms are able to be identified. The first form 

used resembles the spathulate or obovate leaf, where it is rounded at the tip, tapering 

to the base, and wider at its tip than its base. It is seen in Kalīla wa Dimna (sketch 

35, 37, 41, 44), BnF 5847 Maqāmāt (sketch 54) with a bigger scale, and in Kitab al-

Aghānī (sketch 82). A second form is that of the ovate leaf, where it appears in 

Kalīla wa Dimna (sketch 44), Paris Diryāq (sketch 47), Maqāmāt BnF 5847 (sketch 

61 and 62), Maqāmāt St. Petersburg (sketch 70), and in Materia Medica’s left side 

tree in sketch 76.  The elliptic spear shaped leaf is used in Materia Medica’s tree on 

the right of sketch 76 and in sketch 73, as well as in Kitāb Na’t al-Ḥayawān (sketch 

79).   The triangular or deltoid leaves are used in the Paris Diryāq (sketch 83).  

Moreover, an oblong leaf that is rounded at each end with parallel sides is also used 

in the Maqāmāt BnF 5847 (sketch 63 and 64) as well as in the Kalīla wa Dimna tree 

in sketch 38. The jagged leaves are used in the Maqāmāt BnF 5847 (sketches 58 and 

65) as well as in the St. Petersburg Maqāmāt (sketch 72). The round leaf is used in 

Vienna Diryāq (sketch 48), Paris Diryāq (sketch 88), BnF 5847 Maqāmāt (sketch 

66), Materia Medica (sketch 33 and 75), and in Kitab Na’t al-Ḥayawān (sketch 78). 
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Another form used resembles the hastate leaf, where it is also triangular with lobes at 

the base extending outward. This form can be seen in Materia Medica (sketch 77) as 

well as in the Maqāmāt BnF 6094 (sketch 68).  

 

6.2.6 Trunks 

 The trunks in Kalīla wa Dimna and BnF 6094 Maqāmāt (sketch 67 and 68) 

mostly have a slender profile, where they are more of a stem in their appearance 

rather than a wood bark. However, some of them as in sketches 39, 42, 43, 44, 46 

have articulated and segmented trunks. Such trunk articulation is prominent in the 

Maqāmāt BnF 5847 (sketch 54, 57, 58, 59, 60) and in the St. Petersburg Maqāmāt 

(sketch 71, 72) but in a more subtle way. In fol. 37v of the BnF 5847 Maqāmāt, the 

base of the tree shows a more naturalistic representation, where it is less stylized and 

shows an attempted depiction of multiple bifurcating smaller trunks. The paintings of 

Materia Medica show a remarkable articulation of the trunks, (sketches 73, 74, 75, 

76, 77) which is also apparent in the tree representations of Kitāb Na’t al-Ḥayawān 

(sketches 78, 79, 80, 81).   

 

6.2.7 Rocks and hills 

 The illustrations of the paintings also include depictions of rocks and hills, where 

they are formed of articulated and bumpy edges to create the sides of the natural 

setting (sketches 123,124, 125, 126), or set over each other to create a hill (sketch 

127), steep slope (sketch 128) as well as to create the sides of a cave (sketch 130). 

The Maqāmāt of St. Petersburg shows the rocks as a sinuous form with offsetted 

curves on its interior (sketch 129).  

6.2.8 Animals 

 When it comes to animals as part of the naturescape, it is the specific reference to 

animals that are not part of the narrative or scientific passages (unlike the camels in 

the Maqāmāt, the animals of Kitab Na’t al-Ḥayawān, horses of Kitāb al-Bayṭara and 

the animals in the fables of Kalila wa Dimna). The main animals thus illustrated 
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within the natural settings are the fish in water bodies (sketches 25, 27, 28, 29, 33, 

131, 132) as well as the birds on trees (sketches 35, 36, 38, 41, 67, 73, 121, 131, 134, 

135, 138, 139, 140, 142, 143, 144), on the ground (sketches 136 and 137), flying 

(sketches 47 and 141) and in water (sketch 24). Such animals are illustrated in a 

relatively naturalistic way, and birds specifically show the painter’s understanding of 

their different species. In fol. 138r, al-Wāsiti’s Maqāmāt (BnF 5847) also depicts 

goats as part of the village’s nature. They are also illustrated with a naturalistic style 

and shown grazing on the grass hills. 

Such a stylistic analysis shows the existence of a wide similarity in the 

representations of various nature elements within the manuscripts which have been 

attributed to different provenances. There exist certain recurrent types, and others 

which have been shared across manuscripts. Variations in forms and stylizations are 

but another assertion on the richness of the artistic visual culture and the skills of the 

painters producing such paintings.  
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CHAPTER SEVEN 

CONCLUSION 
  

This paper aimed towards filling the gap in the study of early nature 

representation in Arab paintings of central Islamic lands in the late twelfth and early 

thirteenth century. It is through the study of this wide range of manuscript and their 

copies that this paper provides a thematic study of the early representation of nature 

across various topics and genres of manuscripts. I began this paper by questioning 

the nomenclature used in regards to the representations of nature in this period, and 

calling to attention for the distinction between nature and landscape. The paper has 

recognized probable encouraging factors that lead to the representation of nature in 

Arab manuscripts, and identified, in relation to the text, the several functions 

occupied by natural elements within the paintings. Nevertheless, the paper analyzed 

the compositions created by the natural elements within the paintings, in addition to 

a stylistic analysis for the natural elements used, varying from grassy groundline to 

variations of landforms, as well as trees, plants, water bodies, rocks and animals 

represented. The analysis of the representations of nature in the paintings has shown 

the common and prevalent style in the stylized representations of nature. Although 

the nature elements are set as secondary elements for the paintings, this paper 

demonstrated the roles that such elements played within the painting and their 

relation with the text they’re illustrating. It is through a combination of such titles 

that the early representation of nature must be understood.  

 Ultimately, the contribution and importance of this paper extends much beyond 

the scope of narrow particularities and opens the scope into further studies. This 

paper is an introduction to some of the factors that might be relevant to the study of 

early representation of nature, and I hope it will encourage further study of the topic. 

The study mainly focused on the medium of manuscript illustrations in the late 

twelfth and thirteenth century central Islamic lands. However, the study of the 

relation of nature representations in book paintings to those in other media such as 
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ceramic and metalwork should extrapolate further findings, but require lengthy 

scholarly efforts that go far beyond the scope of this paper.  
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APPENDICES 

APPENDIX A: TERMINOLOGY OF “ARAB PAINTING” 
  

In reference to the period and area under study, David James notes the “confused 

state of terminology” any student is required to use when discussing the art of this 

period. 101 He states that the problem is that Ettingshausen’s use of “Arab Painting” 

as a terminology is the best to describe the art of the Medieval Islamic world as a 

whole, unlike “Mesopotamia” which he believes is inaccurate, “Seljuk” being not 

specific and “Baghdad” being too narrow. Thus, the word “Arab” is used to describe 

the paintings of the Arabic speaking areas in a cultural and non-racial qualification. 

Grabar, more recently, in his article entitled “What Does Arab Painting Mean?”, 102 

and after a thorough discussion, carries on with using the terminology of “Arab 

miniatures”. He finds it the most suitable where he notes that the terms “Baghdadi” 

and “Mesopotamian” exclude the works created in Syria and Egypt, and “Near 

Eastern” includes Christian art. He then expresses that “In this case, though, for a 

number of reasons, it is important for us to understand the spirit, perceptions and 

tastes of precisely Muslim Arabs.” Hence, for this paper we will use this terminology 

of “Arab painting”, as a common and accepted reference to our paintings.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
101 James, David. The Schefer Maqamat manuscript: a study in the technique of 13th century maqamat 
illustration, Durham theses, Durham University. (1965):5-6. 
102 Grabar, Oleg. What Does Arab Painting Mean? In Arab Painting, Text and Image in Illustrated Arabic 
Manuscripts. Leiden, The Netherlands: Brill. (2010): 17-22.  
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APPENDIX B: IDENTIFICATION OF THE MANUSCRIPTS 
 

This appendix serves to provide each manuscript with its identification as part of the 

art historical study and understanding the objects under study.  

Paris BnF MS. Arabe 2694 Kitāb al-Diryāq  

The text of this manuscript is a literary ‘hybrid’ which is composed of a scientific 

toxicological part infused with Arabic biographical passages which narrate the 

discovery of the theriacs, thus belonging to the literary genre of adab. 103 It is written 

by an unknown late classical author referred to as Pseudo-Galen104 or Pseudo-

Joannes Grammatiko. The final four lines of the last folio of the manuscript include a 

colophon where the scribe, after indicating the end of the text, has written his name: 

Muhammad ibn Abd l-Fatḥ ‘Abd al-Waḥid ibn Abu l-Hasan ibn Abu 1- ‘Abbas 

Ahmad. It states that the date of the work is the month of rabi’ I 595 A.H/ January 

1199 C.E. His name also is found in large script in the first pages, where he labels 

himself as a “sāḥib scribe which can also be understood as the ‘owner’ of the 

volume.” 105 However, a page that follows shows an illuminated dedication to the 

library of ‘Izz al-Dīn Abo l-Fatḥ Mahmud ibn Jamal al-Din ibn Abi l-Fatḥ ibn Abi l-

Hasan, who was possibly his descendent. Abo l-Hasan and Abo l-'Abbas were called 

respectively "al-Imam al-Rashīd" and "al-Imam al-Mufīd", which confirms that it 

was a Shiite family according to Guesdon. What remain now are 73 pages of 37 x 29 

centimeters.  

Vienna Nationalbibliothek Cod. A.F. 10 Kitāb al-Diryāq 

This copy has dimensions of 36 x 27 cm which are similar to those of the Paris 

manuscript. In its current form it encompasses 31 folios. It has no inscription 

denoting any date, but it is thought to be probably copied between 1220 and 1240. It 

                                                           
103 Kerner, Jaclynne J. " Art in the name of science: The Kitāb al-Diryāq in text and image". In Arab 
Painting: Text and Image in illustrated manuscripts. Leiden, The Netherlands: Brill. (2007):30. 
104 Ettinghausen, Richard. Arab painting. Geneva, Skira. (1962):90. 
105 Guesdon, Marie-Genevieve, Oleg Grabar, and عبد الواحد, محمد بن ابي الفاتح. Kitab Al-Diryaq: Theriaque De 
Paris. Sansepolcro: Aboca Museum Edizioni. (2008):19.  
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is ornamented and illustrated, and appears to date to the same “tradition” as that of 

the Paris manuscript.106 

 

Kitāb al-Bayṭara 

Also known as The Book of Hippiatrics, this manuscript is abridged from Ahmad ibn 

Hasan ibn al-Aḥnaf's treatise. It is a treatise on ailing horses depending on Greek 

models 107, where the horse is helped and the text is constituted of passages that 

discuss horse diseases and its remedies. The first chapter deals with the study of milk 

teeth and fixed teeth. The second chapter is about the external appearance and the 

general characteristics of the horse, the donkey, and the mule. The third chapter 

includes the functions of the external organs. The fourth chapter is about 

equestrianism and the way of riding. The fifth chapter is about horse racing. The 

sixth chapter is about genetic defects in horses, and the seventh chapter is about bad 

qualities and bodily defects. The last two chapter are about the division of the 

abdomen and diseases of the head and congenital defects.  

It has two copies, the first is Cairo Dār al-Kutub- MS. Khalīl Agha F8. It is 

completed on a medium-thick cream paper, slightly browned by time, composed of 

148 sheets of a dimension of 22.6x 17.4 cm and 13 lines per page written in naskh 

with 39 paintings.  The colophon at p. 289 specifies that it was copied in Baghdad by 

‘Ali ibn Hasan ibn al-Hibat Allah, and that it was finished at the end of the month of 

Ramadan in the year 605 A.H (end of March, 1209 C.E.). 108 Unfortunately, the 

miniatures in it are not well well-maintained, but there is another copy written by the 

same scribe one year later, which contains illustrations in exactly the same style, 

                                                           
106 Guesdon, Marie-Genevieve, Oleg Grabar, and عبد الواحد, محمد بن ابي الفاتح. Kitab Al-Diryaq: Theriaque De 
Paris. Sansepolcro: Aboca Museum Edizioni. (2008):19.  
107 Buchthal, Hugo. “Early Islamic Miniatures from Baghdād.” The Journal of the Walters Art Gallery 5 
(1942): 19. 
108 STCHOUKINE, Ivan. Les manuscrits illustrés musulmans de la Bibliothèque du Caire. Gazette des 
Beaux-Arts, 6 per., 13 (1935):138-140. 
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which is in Istanbul Top Kapi Sarayi Ahmet III 2115 of smaller dimensions 

(12x17cm) 109.  

 

Kitāb Na’t al-Ḥayawān (British Library Or. 2784) 

The manuscript is a derivative from the textual traditions of a pseudo- Aristotelian 

concerned with the features of the animals, and a medical one based on the writings 

of Abū Saʿīd ʿUbayd Allāh ibn Jibrāʾīl Ibn Bakhtīshū’, which encompasses the uses 

of their organs. The text comprises of a tripartite passage for each animal arranged 

into: 1- the Na’t section, which gives the characteristics of the animal, 2- the painting 

of the animal and then 3- the Manāfi’ section, which states the uses of the animal’s 

parts.110 

 Contandini states that the manuscript is neither a “zoological manual” nor a 

“medical manual” but posits it being a “composite product reflecting the 

inquisitiveness of intellectual life during the Abbasid period, a work that would have 

appealed to the interdisciplinary curiosity of scholars of the time”.  Hugo Buchthal111 

proposed the date of 1225 C.E., and he involved it among a group of illustrated 

manuscripts that, following Holter, he attributed to a Baghdad school of painting. 

Contandini however argues that “both the concept of a clearly defined Baghdad 

school and the dates proposed require further discussion, but we may certainly accept 

that it belongs among the body of extant thirteenth-century illustrated Arabic 

manuscripts.” 112 It is composed of 258 folios, and is illustrated with 86 paintings. 

The pages which have been trimmed now measure between 23 and 23.5 × 15.5 to 16 

                                                           
109 Ettinghausen, Richard. Arab painting. Geneva, Skira. (1962):100. 
110 Contadini, Anna. A World of Beasts: a Thirteenth-Century Illustrated Arabic Book on Animals (the 
Kitāb Na't Al-Ḥayawān) in the Ibn Bakhtīshū' Tradition. Leiden: BRILL. (2011):16. 
111 Buchthal, Hugo. “Early Islamic Miniatures from Baghdād.” The Journal of the Walters Art Gallery 5 
(1942): 18–39.  
112 Contadini, Anna. A World of Beasts: a Thirteenth-Century Illustrated Arabic Book on Animals (the 
Kitāb Na't Al-Ḥayawān) in the Ibn Bakhtīshū' Tradition. Leiden: BRILL. (2011): 2. 
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cm. Each page is laid out in nine lines, and the naskh text block measures 19 × 11 

cm. 113 

 

Materia Medica also known as Kitāb al-Ḥashāīsh fī al-Ṭibb (Aya Sofya 3703 and 

dispersed folios) 

The manuscript preserves a colophon (fol. 155r), which states that it was copied by 

Abdallah ibn al-Faḍl in Rajab 621 A.H./July-August 1224 CE. Although the 

colophon gives no indication of the location or painter, 114 Buchthal proposes that it 

was in Baghdad. The Aya Sofya 3703 manuscript is composed of 155 folios each 

measuring 33.2 by 25.1 cm. There exist 143 illustrations preserved in the Istanbul 

manuscript, for a probable total of 174 folios, according to Saliba and Komaroff. 115 

This is because an exhibition of Islamic art in Munich in 1910, displayed 30 

illustrated pages that had been detached from the manuscript, and made Aya Sofya 

3703 widely known to Western scholars.116  Saliba and Komaroff postulate that the 

Aya Sofya 3703 was in an incomplete state even before the removal of some thirty of 

its illustrations. They mention that it has no title page, and that the text begins with 

the fourth maqālah or Book 4 of Dioscorides without a preamble.117 The manuscript 

comprises books 4-7; the two latter books, on toxicology, are attributed to (though 

not necessarily the work of) Dioscorides, according to Sadek. The Aya Sofya 3703 

manuscript is composed of 155 folios each measuring 33.2 by 25.1 cm. There exist 

143 illustrations conserved in the Istanbul manuscript, for a projected total of 

174.118Alain Touwaide notes the following which is important to take into 

consideration: “Aya Sofya 3703 is dated 1224 and is most probably a direct copy of 

                                                           
113 Contadini, Anna. A World of Beasts: a Thirteenth-Century Illustrated Arabic Book on Animals (the 
Kitāb Na't Al-Ḥayawān) in the Ibn Bakhtīshū' Tradition. Leiden: BRILL. (2011):11. 
114 Ettinghausen, Richard. Arab painting. Geneva, Skira. (1962):90. 
115 Saliba, George, and Linda Komaroff. (2008): 23. 

116 Ettinghausen, Richard. Arab painting. Geneva, Skira. (1962):24. 
117 Saliba, George, and Linda Komaroff. “Illustrated Books May Be Hazardous to Your Health: A New 
Reading of the Arabic Reception and Rendition of the ‘Materia Medica’ of Dioscorides.” Ars Orientalis 35 
(2008): 23. 

118 Saliba, George, and Linda Komaroff. (2008): 23. 
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another manuscript of Istanbul, Aya Sofya 3702, which is not dated but is very close 

to Aya Sofya 3703 in its size, its paper, its writing, and its illustrations. Aya Sofya 

3703 is a much higher-quality copy, however: its illustrations cover most of the 

surface of the pages and are much more developed than those of Ayasofia 3702, 

which represent just the plants, without the addition of the animals, figures and other 

elements mentioned above. Not to speak of the many representations of human 

figures. Nevertheless, the two manuscripts are so similar that they probably 

originated in the same workshop, and Ayasofia 3702 might be considered the model 

of Aya Sofya 3703, which expanded the set of pictures of its model and transformed 

it into a work of art, probably made for a wealthy book collector in Baghdad or in an 

important administrative or trade center in the provinces.” 119 

 Saliba and Komaroff 120 argue that scholarly studies “have invariably presumed 

the immutability of the Dioscorides text and usually made no attempt to examine the 

text itself”. They thus identify the various translations and transformation of the 

Dioscorides text, in an aim for demonstrating the manner in which the text was 

produced, considering the relation between the text and paintings. Moreover, Saliba 

and Komaroff 121trace that the Arabic texts of Materia Medica create a “remarkable 

variety among themselves”. When comparing the texts of non-illustrated BnF 2849, 

(fol. 90 r.) and illustrated Aya Sofya 3703 (fol. 37v), the article states that “the text 

of the illustrated manuscript simply ended in the midst of a description of the effects 

of the Mandrake plant, omitting a full page of text”. 122 When the omitted text was 

examined, Saliba and Komaroff postulate that it deals with the plant’s side effects as 

well as a warning that the plant could be poisonous. As a matter of fact, the Leiden 

manuscript also displays as per the authors, a reworking of the original text labelled 

as “islāḥ” or “rectification”, where the revising author allocates himself the “freedom 

                                                           
119 Touwaide, Alain. Translation and Transliteration of Plant names in Ḥunayn b. Iḥsāq´s and Iṣṭifān b. 
Bāsil´s Arabic version of Dioscorides, De materia medica. Al-Qantara. 30 (2). (2009): 566. 
120 Saliba, George, and Linda Komaroff. (2008): 8. 
121 Saliba, George, and Linda Komaroff.  (2008): 11. 
122 Saliba, George, and Linda Komaroff. (2008): 14. 
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to add, subtract, rephrase, and sometimes produce new material not included in the 

original”. 123 

 

Kalīla wa Dimna (Paris BnF 3465) 

This book is the Arabic version of an ancient Indian collection of animal stories 

attributed to a wise Brahman called Bidpai. The translator, Ibn al-Muqaffa’ (died 

759), did not work directly from the Sanscrit original, but from an intermediary sixth 

century Persian version. The text comprises of fables that take place in the animal 

kingdom, with the two jackals Kalīla and Dimna after which the manuscript is 

named. It is a text addressed for kings as it holds political connotations. Ettinghausen 

proposes that it was written “probably in Syria about 1200 to 1220” 124. It has 

dimensions of 28 x 21.5cm with 15 lines per page.  

 

Kitāb al-Aghānī (Vol II and IV in Cairo, Dār al-Kutub MS. Adab 579 and Vol XX in 

Copenhagen, David Collection, Ar. Ms. N. 168)  

The Kitab al-Aghānī or Book of Songs is an adab genre literary work that entails a 

compilation of poems, which comprise of biographical and literary material 

composed by Abu' l Faraj al-Isfahani in the tenth century.125 As it comprises of 20 

volumes, Ettinghausen126 proposes that all frontispieces of the volumes were 

illustrated. However, only five are preserved, and the ones containing nature 

representation are three, distributed between the Cairo, Dār al-Kutub MS. Adab 579 

and Copenhagen, David Collection, Ar. Ms. N. 168. Ettinghausen also states that the 

manuscript was finished after about four years labor proposing the date 1219 C.E. It 

has been frequently attributed to Mosul due to the Tirāz bands on the wardrobe of 

one of the central figures in frontispiece of volume 17, which read the name of Badr 

                                                           
123 Saliba, George, and Linda Komaroff. (2008): 18. 
124 Ettinghausen, Richard. Arab painting. Geneva, Skira. (1962):61. 
125 JOHNSON, ELIZABETH JOAN. "A STUDY OF THE MINIATURES OF AN ILLUSTRATED 
KITAB AL-AGHANI: THEIR RELATION TO CONTEMPORARY SELJUK PAINTING AND TO 
CENTRAL ASIAN TRADITIONS." Order No. 7608263, University of California, Los Angeles. (1975):1.  
126 Ettinghausen, Richard. Arab painting. Geneva, Skira. (1962):63. 
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al-Din Lu’Lu’ who was the atabeg (r. 1233–59) of Mosul. The sizes of the 

frontispieces range from 30.6x 22 cm to 28.5 × 21.5 cm.  

 

Maqāmāt  al-Hārirī 

Originally written in the second half of the tenth century, the Maqāmāt was created 

by Badi’ al-Zamān al-Ḥamadhani (d.1008 C.E.). Later, Abū Muḥammad al-Qāsim 

ibn ʿAlī al-Ḥarīrī, (born 1054, near Al-Baṣrah, Iraq; died 1122, Al-Baṣrah) 

elaborated on this genre as he was a scholar of Arabic language and literature. The 

Maqāmāt recalls in the tongue of the al-Ḥārith ibn Hammām, his frequent chance 

meetings with Abū Zayd al-Sarūjī, who is an shameless self-confidence artist and 

traveler owning all the expression, linguistic knowledge, and poetic skills of al-

Ḥarīrī. Three copies will be discussed in this paper. 

Paris BnF 6094 

The page size of this manuscript is 30 x 23 cm. It has 187 folios, of which various 

are vandalized and many of them include additions later than the original. It is in a 

poor state of preservation, currently at the Paris Bibliotheque National. 127 While this 

manuscript lacks a colophon, the images on folios 68 and 167 both contain the 

internal date of 619 A.H. (1222-23 C.E.), which according to Soucek, “makes this 

example one of the earliest illuminated versions of al-Hariri's text”,128 although the 

date’s accuracy has been put into doubts as well129. Soucek also proposes through 

stylistic similarity that “the artist's acquaintance with Byzantine figure painting 

suggests that he was a Christian living in Syria or Egypt”.  

 

 

                                                           
127 Oleg Grabar, The Illustrations of the Maqamat. Chicago: University of Chicago Press. (1984):8.  
128 Soucek, Priscilla. Byzantium and the Islamic East. In The Glory of Byzantium: Art and Culture of the 
Middle Byzantine Era, A.D. 843-1261, ed. Helen C. Evans and William D. Wixom (New York: The 
Metropolitan Museum of Art. (1997): 428. 
129 Hariri, Yahya ibn Mahmud Wasiti, and Oleg Grabar. Maqamat Al-Hariri. Facsimile ed. London: 
Touch@rt. (2003):14.  
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BnF 5847 

Its page size is 37 x 28 cm and comprises of 168 folios and 99 preserved paintings 

and a double frontispiece.130 This copy is often referred to as the “Schefer Hariri” 

after its former owner. It was written and illustrated in 1237 by Yaḥya ibn Mahmud 

al-Wāṣiṭī. It is stated that his last name comes after “the town Waṣiṭ in Southern Iraq 

where the artist or his family originated”131, but this is just a probability and nothing 

is concrete.  Grabar attributes it to Baghdad, stating that “there is little doubt in my 

mind that Baghdad is the most logical choice”.132 

 

Saint Petersburg. Academy of Sciences S 23 

The folios have a dimension of 25x19 cm. The manuscript currently only has 144 of 

the original 176 sheets, with a total of 96 miniatures which were originally at least 

120.133 The manuscript is in very poor physical condition and many of its miniatures 

were purposefully damaged. 134 

The dating is difficult, as it lacks both the beginning and the last folios.  D.S. Rice 

concluded on the basis of a comparison of illustrations of the twelfth maqāmāh from 

this copy with that of BnF 5847 that this copy is older, but he did not state an exact 

date which is a statement approved with Ettinghausen.  Bolshakov nevertheless 

states that it can been dated to 1225-1235 C.E. on stylistic ground 

 

                                                           
130 Oleg Grabar, The Illustrations of the Maqamat. Chicago: University of Chicago Press. (1984):10. 
131 Ettinghausen, Richard. Arab painting. Geneva, Skira. (1962):104. 
132 Hariri, Yahya ibn Mahmud Wasiti, and Oleg Grabar. Maqamat Al-Hariri. Facsimile ed. London: 
Touch@rt. (2003):14.  
133 Bolshakov, Oleg Georgievich. Miniatures of the St. Petersburg Manuscript of the ‘Maqamat’ of al-
Hariri. St. Petersburg: ‘Slavia’. (2018): 19. 
134 Hariri, Yahya ibn Mahmud Wasiti, and Oleg Grabar. Maqamat Al-Hariri. Facsimile ed. London: 
Touch@rt. (2003):15. 
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Figure 1: Thirty-ninth maqāmāh, folio 121r. Maqāmāt al-Harirī.                             
634A.H./ 1237 C.E. Arabe 5847.  Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris.                              

Folio size : 37 x 28 cm. 

  

 

 

Figure 2: Outdoor Scene With a Mad Dog Biting a Man - Detached Leaf - 
Kitāb al-Ḥasha’ish, an Arabic translation of Dioscorides’s De Materia 

Medica - A.H. 621 / C.E. 1224 - (F1953.91 recto)- Smithsonian 
Institution, Washington D.C. Folio size: 32.2 × 24 cm. 
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Figure 3:  Folio 1r. Kitāb al-Diryāq - 617-638 A.H./ 1220-1240 C.E. Cod. 
A.F. 10. Vienna Nationalbibliothek.                                                                                               

Folio size:  36 x 27 cm. 
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Figure 5: Mosaics at Sala di Ruggero in Cappella Palatina, Palermo, 
Southern Italy- Twelfth Century. After Kenneth Clark. 

Figure 4: Andromachus the Younger Entails the Accidental Discovery of a Cure 
for Snakebite. Folio 18v. Kitāb al-Diryāq - 617-638 A.H./ 1220-1240 C.E. Cod. 
A.F. 10. Vienna Nationalbibliothek, Vienna. Folio size:  36 x 27 cm. After Kurt 

Weitzmann from “The Greek Sources of Islamic Scientific Illustrations”. 
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Figure 6: Third maqāmāh, page 17. Maqāmāt al-Harirī.                             
622-632A.H./1225-1235 C.E. C-23 Oriental Institute, Academy of Sciences, 

St. Petersburg. Folio size: 14.1 x 20.5 cm.  

 

 

Figure 7: Third maqāmāh folio 7r. Maqāmāt al-Harirī.                             
634A.H./ 1237 C.E. Arabe 5847.  Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris.                              

Folio size : 37 x 28 cm. 
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Figure 8: Twenty First maqāmāh, page 33. Maqāmāt al-Harirī.                            
622-632A.H./1225-1235 C.E. C-23 Oriental Institute, Academy of Sciences, 

St. Petersburg. Folio size: 14.1 x 20.5 cm.  

 

 

Figure 9: Forty-Seventh maqāmāh, folio 155v, 156r. Maqāmāt al-Harirī.                             
634A.H./ 1237 C.E. Arabe 5847. Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris.                              

Folio size : 37 x 28 cm. 
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Figure 10: The Three Brothers. Folio 32v. Kalīla wa Dimna- 596-617 A.H./ 
1200-1220 C.E. Arabe 3465. Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris. Folio 

size : 28 x 21.5 cm. 

 

 

  

 

 

Figure 11:  Folio 48r. Kalīla wa Dimna- 596-617 A.H./ 1200-1220 C.E. Arabe 
3465. Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris. Folio size : 28 x 21.5 cm. 
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Figure 12: Folio 49v. Kalīla wa Dimna- 596-617 A.H./ 1200-1220 C.E. 
Arabe 3465. Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris.                                              

Folio size : 28 x 21.5 cm. 

 

 

  

 

 

Figure 13: Folio 52r. Kalīla wa Dimna- 596-617 A.H./ 1200-1220 C.E. 
Arabe 3465. Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris.                                         

Folio size : 28 x 21.5 cm.     
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Figure 14:  The preparation of medicine from the flower of the wild vine- 
Detached Leaf - Kitāb al-Ḥasha’ish, an Arabic translation of Dioscorides’s 

De Materia Medica - A.H. 621 / C.E. 1224 - F1932.22 verso- Freer 
Gallery of Art, Washington D.C. Folio size: 32.2 × 24 cm. 

 

  

 

 

Figure 15:  Physician Preparing an Elixir from Honey - Detached Leaf -Kitāb al-
Ḥasha’ish, an Arabic translation of Dioscorides’s De Materia Medica -A.H. 621 / 

C.E. 1224 - 13.152.6- Metropolitan Museum, New York. Folio size: 32.2 × 24 cm. 
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Figure 16: Fourteenth maqāmāh, page 85. Maqāmāt al-Harirī.                            
622-632A.H./1225-1235 C.E. C-23 Oriental Institute, Academy of Sciences, 

St. Petersburgh. Folio size: 14.1 x 20.5 cm.  

 

 

Figure 17: Fourteenth maqāmāh, folio 37v. Maqāmāt al-Harirī.                             
634A.H./ 1237 C.E. Arabe 5847.  Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris.                              

Folio size : 37 x 28 cm. 
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Figure 18: Fifteenth maqāmāh, folio 46v. Maqāmāt al-Harirī.                             
634A.H./ 1237 C.E. Arabe 5847. Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris.                              

Folio size : 37 x 28 cm. 

  

 

 

Figure 19: Eighteenth maqāmāh, folio 51r. Maqāmāt al-Harirī.                             
634A.H./ 1237 C.E. Arabe 5847. Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris.                              

Folio size : 37 x 28 cm. 
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Figure 20: Twentieth maqāmāh, page 124. Maqāmāt al-Harirī.                            
622-632A.H./1225-1235 C.E. C-23 Oriental Institute, Academy of Sciences, 

St. Petersburgh. Folio size: 14.1 x 20.5 cm.  

 

 

Figure 21: Twentieth maqāmāh, folio 56r. Maqāmāt al-Harirī.                             
634A.H./ 1237 C.E. Arabe 5847. Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris.                              

Folio size : 37 x 28 cm. 
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Figure 22: Thirty-third maqāmāh, page 229. Maqāmāt al-Harirī.                            
622-632A.H./1225-1235 C.E. C-23 Oriental Institute, Academy of Sciences, 

St. Petersburgh. Folio size: 14.1 x 20.5 cm.  

 

 

Figure 23: Forty-third maqāmāh, page 286. Maqāmāt al-Harirī.                            
622-632A.H./1225-1235 C.E. C-23 Oriental Institute, Academy of Sciences, 

St. Petersburgh. Folio size: 14.1 x 20.5 cm.  
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Figure 24: Folio 51r. Kalīla wa Dimna- 596-617 A.H./ 1200-1220 C.E. 
Arabe 3465. Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris.                                         

Folio size : 28 x 21.5 cm.  

 

 

  

 

 

Figure 25: Folio 69v. Kalīla wa Dimna- 596-617 A.H./ 1200-1220 C.E. 
Arabe 3465. Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris.                                         

Folio size : 28 x 21.5 cm.  
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Figure 26: Folio 51r. Kalīla wa Dimna- 596-617 A.H./ 1200-1220 C.E. 
Arabe 3465. Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris.                                         

Folio size : 28 x 21.5 cm.  

 

 

  

 

 

Figure 27: Folio 86r. Kalīla wa Dimna- 596-617 A.H./ 1200-1220 C.E. 
Arabe 3465. Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris.                                         

Folio size : 28 x 21.5 cm.  
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Figure 28: Twenty-third maqāmāh, page 148. Maqāmāt al-Harirī.                            
622-632A.H./1225-1235 C.E. C-23 Oriental Institute, Academy of Sciences, 

St. Petersburgh. Folio size: 14.1 x 20.5 cm.  

 

 

Figure 29: Twenty-third maqāmāh, folio 67v. Maqāmāt al-Harirī.                             
634A.H./ 1237 C.E. Arabe 5847. Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris.                              

Folio size : 37 x 28 cm. 
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Figure 30: Twenty-fourth maqāmāh, folio 75v. Maqāmāt al-Harirī.                             
619A.H. / 1222 C.E. Arabe 6094. Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris.                               

Folio size : 30 x 23 cm. 

  

 

 

Figure 31: A Ferry crossing the Gagos River- Detached Leaf -Kitāb al-Ḥasha’ish, 
an Arabic translation of Dioscorides’s De Materia Medica -A.H. 621 / C.E. 1224 - (5 

-1997 recto) - David Museum, Copenhagen. Folio size: 32.2 × 24 cm. 
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Figure 32:  Two men obtaining clay for medicinal use - Detached Leaf -
Kitāb al-Ḥasha’ish, an Arabic translation of Dioscorides’s De Materia 

Medica -A.H. 621 / C.E. 1224 - (F1932.21 verso) - Smithsonian Institution, 
Washington D.C. Folio size: 32.2 × 24 cm. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 33:  Folio 232 r- Kitāb Na’t al-Ḥayawān -A.H. 622 / C.E. 1225 - 
Or. 2784, British Library, London. Folio size: 23.5 × 15.5 cm. 
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Figure 34: Page 15- Kitāb al-Diryāq -A.H. 595 / C.E. 1199 - Arabe 2964- 
Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris. Folio size: 37 x 29 cm. 

 

 

 

Figure 35: Page 59- Kitāb al-Diryāq -A.H. 595 / C.E. 1199 - Arabe 2964- 
Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris. Folio size : 37 x 29 cm. 
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Figure 36: Fol. 4v- Kitāb al-Diryāq -A.H. 595 / C.E. 1199 - Cod. A.F. 10 - 
Vienna Nationalbibliothek, Vienna. Folio size : 36 x 27 cm. 

 

 

 

Figure 37: Page 21- Kitāb al-Diryāq -A.H. 595 / C.E. 1199 - Arabe 2964- 
Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris. Folio size : 37 x 29 cm. 
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Figure 38: Folio 9r- Kitāb al-Diryāq -A.H. 595 / C.E. 1199 - Cod. A.F. 10 - 
Vienna Nationalbibliothek, Vienna. Folio size: 36 x 27 cm. 

 

 

 

Figure 39: Page 31- Kitāb al-Diryāq -A.H. 595 / C.E. 1199 - Arabe 2964- 
Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris. Folio size : 37 x 29 cm. 
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Figure 40: Page 30- Kitāb al-Diryāq -A.H. 595 / C.E. 1199 - Arabe 2964- 
Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris. Folio size : 37 x 29 cm. 
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Figure 41:  Folio 17v- Kitāb al-Diryāq -A.H. 595 / C.E. 1199 - Cod. A.F. 10 - 
Vienna Nationalbibliothek, Vienna. Folio size: 36 x 27 cm. 

 

 

 

Figure 42 : Page 33- Kitāb al-Diryāq -A.H. 595 / C.E. 1199 - Arabe 2964- 
Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris. Folio size : 37 x 29 cm. 
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Figure 43:  Folio 19r- Kitāb al-Diryāq -A.H. 595 / C.E. 1199 - Cod. A.F. 10 - 
Vienna Nationalbibliothek, Vienna. Folio size: 36 x 27 cm. 

 

 

 

Figure 44: First maqāmāh, folio 3v. Maqāmāt al-Harirī.                             
634A.H./ 1237 C.E. Arabe 5847. Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris.                              

Folio size : 37 x 28 cm. 
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Figure 45: Fourth maqāmāh, folio 9v. Maqāmāt al-Harirī.                             
634A.H./ 1237 C.E. Arabe 5847. Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris.                              

Folio size : 37 x 28 cm. 

  

 

 

Figure 46: Fourth maqāmāh, page 22. Maqāmāt al-Harirī.                            
622-632A.H./1225-1235 C.E. C-23 Oriental Institute, Academy of Sciences, 

St. Petersburgh. Folio size: 14.1 x 20.5 cm.  
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Figure 47: Thirty-first maqāmāh, folio 95r. Maqāmāt al-Harirī.                             
634A.H./ 1237 C.E. Arabe 5847. Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris.                              

Folio size : 37 x 28 cm. 

  

 

 

Figure 48: Thirty-first maqāmāh, folio 103v. Maqāmāt al-Harirī.                             
619A.H. / 1222 C.E.. Arabe 6094. Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris.                               

Folio size : 30 x 23 cm. 
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Figure 49: Thirty-first maqāmāh, page 208. Maqāmāt al-Harirī.                            
622-632A.H./1225-1235 C.E. C-23 Oriental Institute, Academy of Sciences, 

St. Petersburgh. Folio size: 14.1 x 20.5 cm.  

 

 

Figure 50: Forty-third maqāmāh, page 285. Maqāmāt al-Harirī.                            
622-632A.H./1225-1235 C.E. C-23 Oriental Institute, Academy of Sciences, 

St. Petersburgh. Folio size: 14.1 x 20.5 cm.  
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Figure 51: Forty-third maqāmāh, folio 134r. Maqāmāt al-Harirī.                             
634A.H./ 1237 C.E. Arabe 5847. Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris.                              

Folio size : 37 x 28 cm. 

  

 

 

Figure 52: Twenty-second maqāmāh, folio 61r. Maqāmāt al-Harirī.                             
634A.H./ 1237 C.E. Arabe 5847. Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris.                              

Folio size : 37 x 28 cm. 
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Figure 53: Twenty-second maqāmāh, page 135. Maqāmāt al-Harirī.                            
622-632A.H./1225-1235 C.E. C-23 Oriental Institute, Academy of Sciences, 

St. Petersburgh. Folio size: 14.1 x 20.5 cm.  

 

 

Figure 54: Thirty-ninth maqāmāh, folio 119v. Maqāmāt al-Harirī.                             
634A.H./ 1237 C.E. Arabe 5847. Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris.                              

Folio size : 37 x 28 cm. 
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Figure 55: Thirty-ninth maqāmāh, page 260. Maqāmāt al-Harirī.                            
622-632A.H./1225-1235 C.E. C-23 Oriental Institute, Academy of Sciences, 

St. Petersburgh. Folio size: 14.1 x 20.5 cm.  

 

 

Figure 56:  Folio 33r. Kalīla wa Dimna- 596-617 A.H./ 1200-1220 C.E. 
Arabe 3465. Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris.                                         

Folio size : 28 x 21.5 cm.  
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Figure 57: Folio 40v. Kalīla wa Dimna- 596-617 A.H./ 1200-1220 C.E. 
Arabe 3465. Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris.                                         

Folio size : 28 x 21.5 cm.  

 

 

  

 

 

Figure 58: Folio 46r. Kalīla wa Dimna- 596-617 A.H./ 1200-1220 C.E. 
Arabe 3465. Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris.                                         

Folio size : 28 x 21.5 cm.  
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Figure 59: Folio 87v. Kalīla wa Dimna- 596-617 A.H./ 1200-1220 C.E. 
Arabe 3465. Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris.                                         

Folio size : 28 x 21.5 cm.  

 

 

  

 

 

Figure 60:  Folio 82v- Kitāb Na’t al-Ḥayawān -A.H. 622 / C.E. 1225 - Or. 
2784, British Library, London. Folio size: 23.5 × 15.5 cm. 
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Figure 61:  Folio 232 r- Kitāb Na’t al-Ḥayawān -A.H. 622 / C.E. 1225 - 
Or. 2784, British Library, London. Folio size: 23.5 × 15.5 cm. 

 

 

 

Figure 62:  The moss (Ṭuḥlub) - Detached Leaf - Kitāb al-Ḥasha’ish, an 
Arabic translation of Dioscorides’s De Materia Medica - A.H. 621 / C.E. 

1224 - (1971.95.1: verso)- Freer Gallery of Art, Washington D.C.  
 Folio size: 32.2 × 24 cm. 
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Figure 63: Folio 45v. Kalīla wa Dimna- 596-617 A.H./ 1200-1220 C.E. 
Arabe 3465. Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris.                                         

Folio size : 28 x 21.5 cm.  

 

 

  

 

 

Figure 64: Twenty-second maqāmāh, folio 61r. Maqāmāt al-Harirī.                             
634A.H./ 1237 C.E. Arabe 5847. Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris.                              

Folio size : 37 x 28 cm. 
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Figure 65:  Folio 205v- Kitāb Na’t al-Ḥayawān -A.H. 622 / C.E. 1225 - 
Or. 2784, British Library, London. Folio size: 23.5 × 15.5 cm. 
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Figure 66: Page 55- Kitāb al-Diryāq -A.H. 595 / C.E. 1199 - Arabe 2964- 
Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris. Folio size : 37 x 29 cm. 
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Figure 67: Page 59- Kitāb al-Diryāq -A.H. 595 / C.E. 1199 - Arabe 2964- 
Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris. Folio size : 37 x 29 cm. 
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Figure 68:  Folio 166 r- Kitāb al-Ḥasha’ish, an Arabic translation of 
Dioscorides’s De Materia Medica -A.H. 475 / C.E. 1083- Cod. OR. 289- 

Leiden University Library, Netherlands. Folio size : 30.5 x 20.3 cm. 
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Figure 69:  Folio 47 r- Kitāb al-Ḥasha’ish, an Arabic translation of 
Dioscorides’s De Materia Medica - Aya Sofya 3702- Suleymaniye Library, 

Istanbul.  
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Figure 70:  Folio 32 v- Kitāb al-Ḥasha’ish, an Arabic translation of 
Dioscorides’s De Materia Medica - Aya Sofya 3703- Suleymaniye Library, 

Istanbul. A.H. 621 / C.E. 1224. Folio size: 32.2 × 24 cm. Microfilm 
obtained from George Saliba. 
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Figure 71:  Folio 54 v- Kitāb al-Ḥasha’ish, an Arabic translation of 
Dioscorides’s De Materia Medica - Aya Sofya 3703- Suleymaniye Library, 

Istanbul. A.H. 621 / C.E. 1224. Folio size: 32.2 × 24 cm. Microfilm 
obtained from George Saliba. 
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Figure 72:  Folio 8r-Malabathron Plant- Kitāb al-Ḥašāʾiš fī hāyūlā al-ʿilāg al-ṭibbī, an Arabic 
translation of Dioscorides’s De Materia Medica – MS Leiden Or. 289 -Universitaire 
Bibliotheken Leiden, Netherlands. A.H. 475 / C.E. 1082. Folio size: 30.5x20.3 cm. 

Figure 73:  Folio 33v-Water Lily- Kitāb al-Ḥašāʾiš fī hāyūlā al-ʿilāg al-ṭibbī, an Arabic 
translation of Dioscorides’s De Materia Medica – MS Leiden Or. 289 -Universitaire 
Bibliotheken Leiden, Netherlands. A.H. 475 / C.E. 1082. Folio size: 30.5x20.3 cm. 
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Figure 74:  Folio 91r-Smilax Aspera/Lūbia- Kitāb al-Ḥašāʾiš fī hāyūlā al-ʿilāg al-ṭibbī, an 
Arabic translation of Dioscorides’s De Materia Medica – MS Leiden Or. 289 -Universitaire 

Bibliotheken Leiden, Netherlands. A.H. 475 / C.E. 1082. Folio size: 30.5x20.3 cm. 

Figure 75:  Folio 166r- Pimpinella dissecta or būnyoun - Kitāb al-Ḥašāʾiš fī hāyūlā al-ʿilāg al-
ṭibbī, an Arabic translation of Dioscorides’s De Materia Medica – MS Leiden Or. 289 -

Universitaire Bibliotheken Leiden, Netherlands. A.H. 475 / C.E. 1082. Folio size: 30.5x20.3 cm. 
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Figure 76: Water Milling of Lead Ore- Detached Leaf - Kitāb al-
Ḥasha’ish, an Arabic translation of Dioscorides’s De Materia Medica - 

A.H. 621 / C.E. 1224 - (K 3425 Recto)- Louvre Museum- Paris  
 Folio size: 32.2 × 24 cm. 

 

  

 

 

Figure 77: Preparation of Cough Syrup - Detached Leaf - Kitāb al-
Ḥasha’ish, an Arabic translation of Dioscorides’s De Materia Medica - 
A.H. 621 / C.E. 1224 - (1977.91. b_o2)- Cleveland Museum. Folio size: 

32.2 × 24 cm. 
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Figure 78: Two Doctors Preparing Medicine - Detached Leaf - Kitāb al-
Ḥasha’ish, an Arabic translation of Dioscorides’s De Materia Medica - 

A.H. 621 / C.E. 1224 - (W.675.A)- Walters Museum. United States. 
 Folio size: 32.2 × 24 cm. 

      

 

  

 

 

Figure 79: Fol. 346 v. De Materia Medica – 10th century C.E. - (MS 
M.652)- Morgan Library, United States.  Folio size: 39.5x30 cm. 
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Figure 80: Fol. 342 r. De Materia Medica – 10th century C.E. - (MS 
M.652)- Morgan Library, United States.  Folio size: 39.5x30 cm. 

 

 

 

Figure 81: Fol. 350 v. De Materia Medica – 10th century C.E. - (MS 
M.652)- Morgan Library, United States.  Folio size: 39.5x30 cm. 
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Figure 82: Two physicians cutting a plant- Detached Leaf - Kitāb al-Ḥasha’ish, an 
Arabic translation of Dioscorides’s De Materia Medica - A.H. 621 / C.E. 1224 – 

Smithsonian Museum- F1938.1recto. Folio size: 32.2 × 24 cm. 

Figure 83: Kitāb al-Bayṭara, - A.H. 606 / C.E. 1210 –
Istanbul Top Kapi Sarayi- Ahmet III 2115-Folio size: 

12x17cm. 
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Figure 84:  Folio 88r- Kitāb Na’t al-Ḥayawān -A.H. 622 / C.E. 1225 -        
Or. 2784, British Library, London. Folio size: 23.5 × 15.5 cm. 

 

 

 

Figure 85: Folio 191v- Kitāb Na’t al-Ḥayawān -A.H. 622 / C.E. 1225 -        
Or. 2784, British Library, London. Folio size: 23.5 × 15.5 cm. 
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Figure 86: Thirteenth maqāmāh, folio 35r. Maqāmāt al-Harirī.                             
634A.H. / 1237 C.E. Arabe 5847. Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris.                              

Folio size : 37 x 28 cm. 

  

 

 

Figure 87: Thirteenth maqāmāh, folio 40r. Maqāmāt al-Harirī.                             
619A.H. / 1222 C.E.. Arabe 6094. Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris.                               

Folio size : 30 x 23 cm. 
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Figure 88: Thirteenth maqāmāh, page 79. Maqāmāt al-Harirī.                             
622-632A.H./1225-1235 C.E. C-23 Oriental Institute, Academy of Sciences, 

St. Petersburgh. Folio size: 14.1 x 20.5 cm.  

 

 

Figure 89: Twenty-fifth maqāmāh, page 163. Maqāmāt al-Harirī.                             
622-632A.H./1225-1235 C.E. C-23 Oriental Institute, Academy of Sciences, 

St. Petersburgh. Folio size: 14.1 x 20.5 cm.  
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Figure 90: Forty-third maqāmāh, page 293. Maqāmāt al-Harirī.                             
622-632A.H./1225-1235 C.E. C-23 Oriental Institute, Academy of Sciences, 

St. Petersburgh. Folio size: 14.1 x 20.5 cm.  
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Figure 91: Forty-third maqāmāh, folio 138r. Maqāmāt al-Harirī.                             
634A.H. / 1237 C.E. Arabe 5847. Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris.                              

Folio size : 37 x 28 cm. 
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Figure 92: Doctors in discussion under a tree- Detached Leaf - Kitāb al-Ḥasha’ish, 
an Arabic translation of Dioscorides’s De Materia Medica - A.H. 621 / C.E. 1224 - 

Settignano-Berenson collection. Folio size: 32.2 × 24 cm. After Hugo Buchtal. 

 

  

 

 

Figure 93:  Folio 41r- Kitāb Na’t al-Ḥayawān -A.H. 622 / C.E. 1225 -        
Or. 2784, British Library, London. Folio size: 23.5 × 15.5 cm. 
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Figure 94:  Folio 101r- Kitāb Na’t al-Ḥayawān -A.H. 622 / C.E. 1225 -        
Or. 2784, British Library, London. Folio size: 23.5 × 15.5 cm. 

 

 

 

Figure 95:  Folio 140v- Kitāb Na’t al-Ḥayawān -A.H. 622 / C.E. 1225 -        
Or. 2784, British Library, London. Folio size: 23.5 × 15.5 cm. 
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Figure 96: Thirty-sixth maqāmāh, folio 110r. Maqāmāt al-Harirī.                             
634A.H. / 1237 C.E. Arabe 5847. Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris.                              

Folio size : 37 x 28 cm. 

  

 

 

Figure 97: Fourth maqāmāh, folio 13r. Maqāmāt al-Harirī.                             
619A.H. / 1222 C.E. Arabe 6094. Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris.                               

Folio size : 30 x 23 cm. 
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Figure 98: Frontispiece of Volume XX of Kitab al-Aghānī - A.H.614- 616/ C.E 1217-1219. Royal 
Library Cod. Ar. Ms. N. 168- David Collection, Copenhagen -Folio size: 28.5 × 21.5 cm. 
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Figure 99:  Folio 213v- Kitāb Na’t al-Ḥayawān -A.H. 622 / C.E. 1225 -        
Or. 2784, British Library, London. Folio size: 23.5 × 15.5 cm. 
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Figure 100: Frontispiece of Volume IV of Kitab al-Aghānī - A.H.614- 616/ C.E 1217-1219. 
Adab Farsi 579. Cairo, Dār al-Kutub.-Folio size: 28.5 × 21.5 cm. 
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Figure 101: Fol. 1r- Kitāb al-Diryāq -A.H. 595 / C.E. 1199 - Cod. A.F. 10 - 
Vienna Nationalbibliothek, Vienna. Folio size : 36 x 27 cm. 
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Figure 102: Thirty-sixth maqāmāh, folio 126r. Maqāmāt al-Harirī.                             
619A.H. / 1222 C.E. Arabe 6094. Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris.                               

Folio size : 30 x 23 cm. 

  

 

 

Figure 103: Eighteenth maqāmāh, page 116. Maqāmāt al-Harirī.                             
622-632A.H./1225-1235 C.E. C-23 Oriental Institute, Academy of Sciences, 

St. Petersburgh. Folio size: 14.1 x 20.5 cm.  
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Figure 104: Twelfth maqāmāh, page 72. Maqāmāt al-Harirī.                             
622-632A.H./1225-1235 C.E. C-23 Oriental Institute, Academy of Sciences, 

St. Petersburgh. Folio size: 14.1 x 20.5 cm. 
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Figure 105: Thirty-first maqāmāh, page 211. Maqāmāt al-Harirī.                             
622-632A.H./1225-1235 C.E. C-23 Oriental Institute, Academy of Sciences, 

St. Petersburgh. Folio size: 14.1 x 20.5 cm. 
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Figure 106: Forty- fourth maqāmāh, page 298. Maqāmāt al-Harirī.                             
622-632A.H./1225-1235 C.E. C-23 Oriental Institute, Academy of Sciences, 

St. Petersburgh. Folio size: 14.1 x 20.5 cm. 
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Figure 107: Forty- fourth maqāmāh, folio 140r. Maqāmāt al-Harirī.                             
634A.H. / 1237 C.E. Arabe 5847. Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris.                              

Folio size : 37 x 28 cm. 

  

 

 

Figure 108:  Folio 112r- Kitāb Na’t al-Ḥayawān -A.H. 622 / C.E. 1225 -        
Or. 2784, British Library, London. Folio size: 23.5 × 15.5 cm. 
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Figure 109:  Folio 113v- Kitāb Na’t al-Ḥayawān -A.H. 622 / C.E. 1225 -        
Or. 2784, British Library, London. Folio size: 23.5 × 15.5 cm. 

 

 

 

Figure 110:  Folio 229r- Kitāb Na’t al-Ḥayawān -A.H. 622 / C.E. 1225 -        
Or. 2784, British Library, London. Folio size: 23.5 × 15.5 cm. 
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Figure 111: Seventeenth maqāmāh, page 105. Maqāmāt al-Harirī.                             
622-632A.H./1225-1235 C.E. C-23 Oriental Institute, Academy of Sciences, 

St. Petersburgh. Folio size: 14.1 x 20.5 cm. 

  

 

 

Figure 112: Tenth maqāmāh, page 59. Maqāmāt al-Harirī.                             
622-632A.H./1225-1235 C.E. C-23 Oriental Institute, Academy of Sciences, 

St. Petersburgh. Folio size: 14.1 x 20.5 cm. 
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Figure 113: Forty fourth maqāmāh, page 296. Maqāmāt al-Harirī.                             
622-632A.H./1225-1235 C.E. C-23 Oriental Institute, Academy of Sciences, 

St. Petersburgh. Folio size: 14.1 x 20.5 cm. 

  

 

 

Figure 114: Thirty first maqāmāh, folio 9r. Maqāmāt al-Harirī.                             
634A.H. / 1237 C.E. Arabe 5847. Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris.                              

Folio size : 37 x 28 cm. 
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Figure 115: Twenty first maqāmāh, page 133. Maqāmāt al-Harirī.                             
622-632A.H./1225-1235 C.E. C-23 Oriental Institute, Academy of Sciences, 

St. Petersburgh. Folio size: 14.1 x 20.5 cm. 

  

 

 

Figure 116: Thirty sixth maqāmāh, page 254. Maqāmāt al-Harirī.                             
622-632A.H./1225-1235 C.E. C-23 Oriental Institute, Academy of Sciences, 

St. Petersburgh. Folio size: 14.1 x 20.5 cm. 
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Figure 117:  Folio 232r- Kitāb Na’t al-Ḥayawān -A.H. 622 / C.E. 1225 -        
Or. 2784, British Library, London. Folio size: 23.5 × 15.5 cm. 

 

 

 

Figure 118:  page 81- Kitāb al-Baytara -A.H. 605 / C.E. 1209- Khalil 
Agha F8- Dar al-Kutub, Cairo. Folio size: 22.6x 17.4 cm. After Anna 

Contadini, World of Beasts.  
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Figure 119:  folio from Kitāb al-Baytara -A.H. 605 / C.E. 1209 Ahmet III 
2115, Top Kapi, Istanbul. Folio size: 17x12 cm.  

 

 

 

Figure 120: folios 134 v- 135 r- from Kitāb al-Baytara -A.H. 605 / C.E. 
1209 Ahmet III 2115, Top Kapi, Istanbul. Folio size: 17x12 cm.  
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Figure 121: Frontispiece of Volume II of Kitab al-Aghānī - A.H.614- 616/ C.E 1217-1219. 
Adab Farsi 579. Cairo, Dār al-Kutub.-Folio size: 28.5 × 21.5 cm. 
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Figure 122:  Folio 18v. Kitāb al-Diryāq - 617-638 A.H./ 1220-1240 C.E. Cod. 
A.F. 10. Vienna Nationalbibliothek. Folio size:  36 x 27 cm. After Kurt 

Weitzmann. The Greek Sources of Islamic Scientific Illustrations.  

  

 

 

Figure 123: Folio 57r. Kalīla wa Dimna- 596-617 A.H./ 1200-1220 C.E. 
Arabe 3465. Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris.                                         

Folio size : 28 x 21.5 cm.  
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Figure 124: Folio 112v. Kalīla wa Dimna- 596-617 A.H./ 1200-1220 
C.E. Arabe 3465. Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris.                                         

Folio size : 28 x 21.5 cm.  

 

 

  

 

 

Figure 125: Fourth maqāmāh, folio 10r. Maqāmāt al-Harirī.                             
634A.H. / 1237 C.E. Arabe 5847. Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris.                              

Folio size : 37 x 28 cm. 
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Figure 126: Thirty seventh maqāmāh, folio 117v. Maqāmāt al-Harirī.                             
634A.H. / 1237 C.E. Arabe 5847. Bibliothèque Nationale de France, Paris.                              

Folio size : 37 x 28 cm. 

  

 

 

Figure 127: Fiftieth maqāmāh, page 348. Maqāmāt al-Harirī.                             
622-632A.H./1225-1235 C.E. C-23 Oriental Institute, Academy of Sciences, 

St. Petersburgh. Folio size: 14.1 x 20.5 cm. 
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Figure 128:  Folio 22v. Kitāb al-Diryāq - 617-638 A.H./ 1220-1240 C.E. Cod. 
A.F. 10. Vienna Nationalbibliothek. Folio size:  36 x 27 cm. After Kurt 

Weitzmann. The Greek Sources of Islamic Scientific Illustrations.  

  

 

 

Figure 129:  Folio 196v- Kitāb Na’t al-Ḥayawān -A.H. 622 / C.E. 1225 -        
Or. 2784, British Library, London. Folio size: 23.5 × 15.5 cm. 
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Figure 130:  Folio 234r- Kitāb Na’t al-Ḥayawān -A.H. 622 / C.E. 1225 -        
Or. 2784, British Library, London. Folio size: 23.5 × 15.5 cm. 

 

 

 

Figure 131:  folio 58r from Kitāb al-Baytara -A.H. 605 / C.E. 1209 Ahmet 
III 2115, Top Kapi, Istanbul. Folio size: 17x12 cm.  
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Figure 132: Leading an ailing horse- folio 110- Kitāb al-Baytara -A.H. 605 
/ C.E. 1209- Khalil Agha F8- Dar al-Kutub, Cairo. Folio size: 22.6x 17.4 

cm. After Buchtal Hugo- Early Islamic Miniatures from Baghdād.  
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Figure 133: Forms of Composition, After Edgar Payne 
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Figure 133: Forms of Composition, After Edgar Payne 
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Figure 134: Group Mass- Maqāmāt BnF 5847, fol. 134r.  

Figure 135: Group Mass- Maqāmāt St. Petersburg S-23, No. 89, page. 296.  

Figure 136: Group Mass- Kitāb Na’t al-Ḥayawān Or. 2784, fol. 61r.  
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Figure 137: Rectangular- Maqāmāt al-Ḥārirī -St. Petersburg C-23, No. 4, page. 20.  

 

Figure 139: Rectangular- Maqāmāt al-Ḥārirī -St. Petersburg C-23, No. 84, page. 285.  

 

Figure 138: Rectangular- Maqāmāt al-Hāriri- BnF 5847, fol. 35r.   
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Figure 140: Rectangular- Maqāmāt al-Ḥarīrī BnF 6094, fol. 103v.  

Figure 141: Rectangular- Kalīla wa Dimna BnF 3465, fol. 97r.  

Figure 142: Rectangular- Kalīla wa Dimna BnF 3465, fol. 71v.  
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Figure 144: Rectangular- Kitāb Na’t al-Ḥayawān Or. 2784, fol. 206v.  

Figure 143: Rectangular- Kitāb Na’t al-Ḥayawān Or. 2784, fol. 163v.  
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Figure 145: Balanced Scales- Materia Medica – David Museum - 5 -1997 recto-a ferry crossing the Gagos river 

Figure 146: Balanced Scales- Materia Medica – MET Musuem-13.152.6-Physician Preparing an Elixir 

Figure 147: Balanced Scales- Kitāb Na’t al-Ḥayawān Or. 2784, fol. 190r.  
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Figure 148: Balanced Scales- Kitāb al-Bayṭara- Ahmed III 2115  

Figure 149: Balanced Scales- Kitāb al-Diryāq, BnF 2964, page 33.  

Figure 150: Balanced Scales - Kalīla wa Dimna BnF 3465, fol. 43v.  
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Figure 152: Balanced Scales- Maqāmāt al-Ḥārirī -St. Petersburg C-23, No. 73, page. 238.  

 

Figure 153: Balanced Scales- Maqāmāt al-Ḥārirī -St. Petersburg C-23, No. 74, page. 240.  

 

Figure 151: Balanced Scales - Kalīla wa Dimna BnF 3465, fol. 99v.  
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Figure 154: Balanced Scales- Maqāmāt al-Ḥārirī -St. Petersburg C-23, No. 79, page. 260.  

 

Figure 155: Balanced Scale- Maqāmāt al-Hāriri- BnF 5847, fol. 46v.   
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Figure 156: Compound Curve- Maqāmāt al-Ḥārirī -St. Petersburg C-23, No. 5, page. 22.  

 

Figure 157: Compound Curve - Maqāmāt al-Hāriri- BnF 5847, fol. 138r.   
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Figure 159: Triangular- Maqāmāt al-Ḥarīrī BnF 6094, fol. 13r.  

Figure 158: Triangular- Kitāb al-Diryāq, Vienna A.F. 10, fol. 18v. (after Kurt Weitzmann) 
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Figure 160: Circular- Maqāmāt al-Ḥārirī -St. Petersburg C-23, No. 2, page. 17.  

 

Figure 161: Circular- Maqāmāt al-Ḥārirī -St. Petersburg C-23, No. 37, page. 105.  
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Figure 162: Circular - Maqāmāt al-Hāriri- BnF 5847, fol. 9v.   

Figure 163: Circular - Maqāmāt al-Hāriri- BnF 5847, fol. 69v.   
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Figure 164: Tripartite- Maqāmāt al-Ḥarīrī BnF 6094, fol. 75v.  

Figure 165: Tripartite- Kalīla wa Dimna BnF 3465, fol. 48r.   

Figure 166: Tripartite- Kalīla wa Dimna BnF 3465, fol. 71r.   
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Figure 167: Tripartite- Kitāb al-Diryāq, Vienna A.F. 10, fol. 4v.  

Figure 168: Tripartite- Kitāb al-Diryāq, Vienna A.F. 10, fol. 9r.  
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Figure 169: Central- Materia Medica – Cleveland-1977.91.b_o2 

Figure 170: Central- Kalīla wa Dimna BnF 3465, fol. 94v.   

Figure 171: Central- Kalīla wa Dimna BnF 3465, fol. 126v.   
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Figure 173: Central- Maqāmāt al-Ḥarīrī BnF 6094, fol. 126r.  

Figure 172: Central - Maqāmāt al-Hāriri- BnF 5847, fol. 130r.   

Figure 174: Central- Maqāmāt al-Ḥārirī -St. Petersburg C-23, No. 50, page. 163.  
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Figure 175: Central- Kitāb Na’t al-Ḥayawān Or. 2784, fol. 21v.  

Figure 176: Central- Kitāb Na’t al-Ḥayawān Or. 2784, fol. 226r.  
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Sketch 1: Diryaq Paris p 31 

Sketch 2: Diryaq vienna 1r frontispiece 

Sketch 3: Kalila wa dimna 52r 

Sketch 4: Kalila wa dimna 56r 

Sketch 5: Kalila wa dimna 48r 
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Sketch 6: Kalila wa dimna 53v 

Sketch 7: Kalila wa dimna 62r 

Sketch 8: Maqamat 6094- 126r 

Sketch 9: Maqamat 5847 130r 
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Sketch 10: maqamat 5847 37v 

Sketch 11: maqamat 5847 51r 

Sketch 12: Maqamat St. Petersburg- No. 22 p63 
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Sketch 14: Na't 45r 

Sketch 15: Baytara cairo 

Sketch 13: Maqāmāt St. Petersburgh. No. 32 p 92 
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Sketch 17: Aghani vol. 4 

Sketch 16: Baytara 58r-turkey 

Sketch 18: Materia medica louvre 

Sketch 19: Materia medica boston 
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Sketch 20: Materia medica smithsonian 

Sketch 21: Na't 214v 

Sketch 22: Na't 88r 
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Sketch 23: Na't 202v 

Sketch 24: Aghani 

Sketch 25: diryaq paris p 31 
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Sketch 26: Kalila wa dimna 57r 

Sketch 27: Kalila wa dimna 60r 

Sketch 28: Maqamat BnF 5847 61r 
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Sketch 29: maqamat 5847 119 v 

Sketch 30: Maqāmāt St. Petersburgh. No. 2 p17 
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Sketch 34: Kalila wa Dimna 32v (bird and climber plant) 

Sketch 35: Kalila wa Dimna 32v(+bird ) 
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Sketch 36: Kalila wa Dimna 33r(+bird ) 

Sketch 37: Kalila wa Dimna 43v (+small plant) 
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Sketch 38: Kalila wa Dimna 43v (+small plant) 

 

Sketch 39: Kalila wa Dimna 43v (+small plant) 
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Sketch 40: Kalila wa Dimna 49v (+ climber) 

 

Sketch 41: Kalila wa Dimna 60r (+bird) 
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Sketch 42: Kalila wa Dimna 62r 

 

Sketch 43: Kalila wa Dimna 66r (trunk with climber) 
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Sketch 44: Kalila wa Dimna 86r (+ground) 

Sketch 45: Kalila wa Dimna 87v Sketch 46: Kalila wa Dimna 95v 
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Sketch 47: Diyaq paris p.33 (+bird) Sketch 48: Diryaq vienna 4r 
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Sketch 49: Diryaq vienna 9r Sketch 50: Diryaq vienna 9r 

Sketch 51: Diryaq vienna 17v Sketch 52: Aghani vol 2 

Sketch 53: Aghani vol. 2 
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Sketch 54: maqamat 5847 
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Sketch 55: maqamat 5847 117v Sketch 56: maqamat 5847 10r 
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Sketch 57: maqamat 5847 11v 
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Sketch 59: maqamat 5847 138r Sketch 58: maqamat 5847 117v 
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Sketch 60: maqamat 5847 37v 

Sketch 61: maqamat 5847 10r 
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Sketch 62: maqamat 5847 37v 

Sketch 63: maqamat 5847 31r Sketch 64: maqamat 5847 46v 
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Sketch 65: maqamat 5847 35r 
Sketch 66: maqamat 5847 69v 

Sketch 67: Maqamat 6094 13r Sketch 68: Maqamat 6094 40r 
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Sketch 69: Maqamat 6094 126r 

Sketch 70: Maqāmāt St. Petersburgh no. 20 p 

59 
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Sketch 71: Maqāmāt St. Petersburgh no. 36 p 

174 

Sketch 72: Maqāmāt St. Petersburgh no. 3 p 

19 
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Sketch 73: MM cleveland 

Sketch 74: Materia medica Sketch 75: MM MET 
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Sketch 76: MM MET 

Sketch 77: MM Smithsonian 
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Sketch 78: Na't 19r 

Sketch 79: Na't 82v 
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Sketch 80: Na't 196v Sketch 81: Na't 226r 
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Sketch 82: Aghani vol. 2 

Sketch 83: Diryaq Paris p15 Sketch 84: Diryaq Paris p30 Sketch 85: Diryaq Paris p30 
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Sketch 86: Diryaq Paris p31 Sketch 87: Diryaq Paris p31 
Sketch 88: Diryaq Paris p31 

Sketch 89: Diryaq Paris p31 Sketch 90: Diryaq Vienna 4v Sketch 91: Diryaq Vienna 4v 
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Sketch 92: Diryaq Vienna 4v Sketch 93: Diryaq Vienna 17v 

Sketch 94: Kalila wa Dimna 33r Sketch 95: Kalila wa Dimna 40v 
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Sketch 96: Kalila wa Dimna 97r Sketch 97: Kalila wa Dimna 111v 

Sketch 98: Maqamat 5847 11v Sketch 99: Maqamat 5847 37v 
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Sketch 100: Maqamat 5847 69v Sketch 101: Maqamat 5847 100v 

Sketch 102: Maqamat 5847 143r Sketch 103: Maqamat 5847 143r 
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Sketch 104: Maqamat st. Petersburg. No. 69 

p 229 

Sketch 105: Maqamat st. Petersburg. No. 69 

p 229 

Sketch 106: Maqamat st. Petersburg. No. 96 

p 348 

Sketch 107: Nat’t 
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Sketch 108: Baytara- istanbul 135r Sketch 109: Baytara-cairo-marad yusib al 

ibl 

Sketch 110: Kalila wa Dimna 48r Sketch 111: Kalila wa Dimna 51v 
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Sketch 112: Kalila wa Dimna 48r-pomegranate 

Sketch 113: Kalila wa Dimna 51r 
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Sketch 114: Kalila wa Dimna 52v 
Sketch 115: Kalila wa Dimna 58v 

Sketch 116: Kalila wa Dimna 67r Sketch 117: Kalila wa Dimna 99v 
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Sketch 118: Kalila wa Dimna 99v Sketch 119: Kalila wa Dimna 103v 

Sketch 120: Kalila wa Dimna 132v Sketch 121: maqamat 6094- 75 v 
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Sketch 122: maqamat 6094- 75 v 

Sketch 123: Kalila wa Dimna 57r 
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Sketch 124: Kalila wa Dimna 92v 

Sketch 125: Kalila wa Dimna 95v Sketch 126: Kalila wa Dimna 97r 

Sketch 127: Maqamat 6094 103v 
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Sketch 128: Kalila wa Dimna 106v 

Sketch 129: Maqāmāt St. Petersburg No 79 p 

260 
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Sketch 130: maqmat 5847 3v 

Sketch 132: maqamat 6094 68r 

Sketch 131: Kalila wa Dimna 33r 
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Sketch 133: Diryaq paris p. 15 Sketch 134: Diryaq paris p. 31 

Sketch 135: Diryaq vienna 1r 

Sketch 136: Diryaq vienna 4v 
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Sketch 137: Diryaq vienna 4v 
Sketch 138: Kalila wa Dimna 17v 

Sketch 139: Kalila wa Dimna 46r Sketch 140: maqamat 6094 126r 
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Sketch 141: Maqamat No. 46 p. 139 Sketch 142: maqmat 5846 37v 

Sketch 143: Maqāmāt 5846 37v 

Sketch 144: Maqāmāt 5846 37v 
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Sketch 145: Maqāmāt 5846 138r 




